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ORDO QUESTORIS
An Imperial Knight, or Questor Imperialis in High Gothic, is a type of robotic combat walker in the 
service of the Imperium and sometimes the Mechanicum. Each Knight is piloted by a single human 
warrior drawn from an ancient feudal aristocratic culture that stretches across the galaxy. 

The pilots of these bipedal walking machines were 
protected by a hard shell of plasteel and armed with 
an array of military-grade heavy weapons. The suits 
proved invaluable: few, if any, natural predators or 
hostile alien warriors could stand against them, and 
they could travel through even the most dangerous 
environment with ease. The towering armoured 
figures soon became a common sight on the 
colonies, where they were known as Knights by the 
settlers, after the legendary armoured warriors and 
protectors of ancient Terran history.

Compelled by the mind-altering effects instilled by 
the Thrones Mechanicum (a control platform that 
allows a pilot to interface with their Knight 
battlesuit), over the course of a few generations, 
these elite warriors gradually developed a society 
that evolved into the knightly houses. The plasteel 
plates of the original exo-skeleton suits were slowly 
replaced with more ornate armour made from 
Adamantium, providing better protection as well as 
a panoply befitting the wearer's prestige and rank in 
his society.

The more mundane duties that the Knights had 
once taken part in on the colony worlds -- logging 
with their mighty Reaper Chainswords, for 
example, or blasting apart rock ore with their rapid-
fire Battle Cannons -- were delegated to those of 
lesser ranks, allowing the Knights to focus on the 
arts of war and governorship.

Dwelling in tall strongholds, the Nobles strove to 
protect the lives of their subjects (as they now saw 
the settlers they protected) and to bring order to the 
primeval maelstrom on the planets that were their 
homes. The knightly houses proved to be highly 
successful at both of these things, and soon became 
a vital part of human society during the Age of 
Technology.

Knights Arise

Long before the rise of the Emperor and the birth of 
the Imperium, during the Age of Technology 
humanity reached out to the stars, eager to occupy 
new worlds and expand its burgeoning interstellar 
empire. Vast colonisation starships carried eager 
human settlers, along with all the resources they 
might require, and landed on far-flung, often 
isolated worlds.

The first Knight Worlds were founded at the very 
start of the Age of Technology, when scouts from 
Terra travelled far through the galaxy seeking 
planets to use as agricultural worlds to provide food 
for Mankind's burgeoning population, or as mining 
colonies to provide the materials needed to fuel their 
expansion across the stars. Indeed, the Knight 
Worlds had already been established for thousands 
of standard years when the Imperium was first 
founded in the 30th Millennium.

When those first human scout ships discovered a 
suitable planet for colonisation, gigantic spacecraft 
were dispatched to settle them. These ships were 
part of Terra's Long March fleets, named after the 
duration of their voyage and their destination 
among the stars. The name was apt; each of the Long 
March colony starships carried thousands of settlers 
on a solar decade-long journey to a far distant 
planet. Upon arrival, the colony ship would land and 
be immediately cannibalised by the colonists to 
provide the raw materials needed for their first 
settlements; there was no hope of return to 
Mankind's distant homeworld.

The struggle for survival on many of these worlds 
was grim. On some, the settlers found themselves 
the prey of vicious predators or were attacked by 
native alien races, which saw the human settlers as 
invaders. On other worlds, extreme weather 
conditions or an unbreathable atmosphere made 
travel outside of domed habitat-zones next to 
impossible. However, problems like these had been 
anticipated, and in order to deal with them, the 
settlers were supplied with Standard Template 
Construct (STC) databases and fabrication facilities 
that allowed them to build powered suits of 
exoarmour.
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The Age of Strife
Tragically, the Age of Technology was doomed to fall 
and devolve into a shadow of its former glory. 
Around the time of the 22nd Millennium AD, 
Mankind's vast galactic empire began to suffer a 
pandemic of terrible wars and massive invasions, 
caused, at least in part, by the emergence of the first 
human psykers and the widespread use of quasi-
sentient machines remembered in human myth as 
the Iron Men.

By the 25th Millennium, ferocious Warp Storms had 
largely isolated the widespread human colonies, and 
the era that came to be known as the Age of Strife 
had well and truly begun. During this lamentable era 
of human history, also sometimes referred to as Old 
Night, interstellar travel to many of these human-
settled worlds was made impossible due to the 
massive Warp Storms caused by the birth of the foul 
Chaos God Slaanesh during the Fall of the Eldar.

Although vast swathes of the Knight Worlds fell to 
this storm of death and destruction, some survived, 
aided considerably by the innate conservatism and 
resistance to change of the knightly houses. Where 
other planets welcomed psykers into their midst, and 
revelled in the luxurious lifestyle that advanced 
thinking machines could provide, the knightly houses 
had largely shunned both, preferring to stick with the 
traditions and technology of the past. Thus, when the 
violence that presaged the Age of Strife struck, 
hundreds of Knight Worlds were sidelined or 
ignored, and took little direct part in the terrible 
conflicts that tore the rest of humanity apart.

Cut off and alone, the knightly houses were quickly 
forgotten by the other colonies. Left to their own 
devices, the warrior aristocracy cemented their 
control and -- encouraged by the psychological 
manipulations caused by the process of imprinting 
their suits of Knight armour -- almost all of them 
enforced neo-feudal systems on their homeworlds.

During the latter years of this tumultuous age, the 
Mechanicum of Mars began sending out many 
starships that made use of sublight drives to explore 
the galaxy in search of Standard Template Construct 
(STC) technologies on lost human colony worlds. In 
the course of their travels, these slow-moving 
exploratory expeditions discovered large clusters of 
human-settled star systems that had once belonged to 
the ancient interstellar human confederacy that had 
existed during the Dark Age of Technology. But these 
worlds had regressed during the Age of Strife to 
become Feudal Worlds possessed of a pre-industrial, 
feudal culture dominated by castes of warrior 
aristocrats.
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The societies that evolved were built upon concepts 
of fealty, honour and duty; three things that all 
Knights hold in the greatest regard. All of the 
Nobles on a Knight World owed their allegiance to 
a knightly house, whose ruler could call upon them 
at any time to carry out his commands. Each house 
could also field large numbers of men-at-arms, 
either mounted or on foot. The houses also had 
groups of artificers and technicians who 
maintained the suits of Knight armour as best they 
could, and over time, became an integral part of 
society on all of the Knight Worlds.

Sometimes the ruler of a knightly house would 
come from the same family for generation after 
generation, but more often than not, the death of 
an incumbent ruler would lead to a period of 
political manoeuvring or even outright warfare 
until a new monarch was selected.

Competition between different knightly houses on 
a planet was just as intense, and although full-scale 
battles were rare, all strove to outdo their rivals in 
any way they could, be it in the field of politics, 
ancient traditions, or contests of their skill at arms. 
On the Knight World of Higroxias, for example, 
once every ten Terran years, the three major houses 
compete against each other in a series of trials 
known as the Honour Games, the winner of which 
rules the Governing Council for the next solar 
decade.

As the Age of Strife stretched from centuries into 
millennia, the Knight Worlds became increasingly 
insular and inward-looking. Each developed its 
own titles and terms, so that on one Knight World 
the ruler of a knightly house would be known as a 
Lord, while on another they might be called a Ritter 
or Patriarch, and a Noble's stronghold could be 
known as their castle, fastness or mansion. Without 
any outside contact, ritual and etiquette started to 
dominate daily life within the knightly houses, and 
the only escape from stultifying tradition lay in 
donning a suit of Knight armour and taking to the 
field of battle.

The Coming of the Imperium
After five thousand Terran years, the Imperium of 
Mankind arose from the ruins of the Age of Strife. 
Under the guidance of the Emperor, Humanity 
returned to the stars and began the Great Crusade 
to reunite Mankind. Nothing was able to stand in 
the way of the resurgent Imperial armies, and soon, 
human colonies on planets all across the galaxy 
were brought within the fold of the newly formed 
Imperium. When Rogue Trader Militant Jeffers 

rediscovered a Knight World, Chrysis, for the first 
time, he quickly realised the knightly houses could 
be valuable allies for the Emperor's armies. In his 
reports, he pointed out the Knights' many virtues, 
and emphasised the world's value to the Imperium as 
a source of born and bred warriors.

The Administratum agreed with Jeffers' findings and 
set about finding the rest of the long-lost Knight 
Worlds. Although there were thousands of Knight 
Worlds at their height during the Dark Age of 
Technology, the vast majority had been destroyed or 
died out during the Age of Strife. Now, only several 
hundred survive, scattered all across the galaxy.

Most of the Knight Worlds share certain features, 
hallmarks of the instructions followed by the original 
settlers. The Nobles themselves occupy sprawling 
walled strongholds, each a gothic, ancient structure 
of dusty, lifeless halls and corridors. Many are built 
on the same location as the first human settlements 
on the planet and include at their core parts of the 
giant colony sublight starships used to transport the 
first settlers to their new worlds. They can vary in 
size from small keeps to entire cities bordered by 
vast outer walls.

Huge farms or strip-mines surround the 
strongholds, providing foodstuffs and raw materials 
for local use and export across the galaxy; the colony 
ships' purpose was always to generate resources for 
Mankind. It is in these settlements that the vast 
majority of Imperial citizens on Knight Worlds live, 
with few venturing more than a dozen kilometres 
from their place of birth. In addition to these 
settlements, vast grazing herds of beasts wander 
through the wildernesses between the strongholds - 
more often than not, these are huge reptilian 
creatures that were introduced to the planet as 
livestock in the Age of Technology.
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 Crusade. When the Knight Worlds were first 
discovered, the different Imperial organisations that 
made up the Great Crusade competed ferociously 
with each other to gain control of the valuable 
resource the Knights represented.

This Machiavellian political contest went on for 
solar decades, until the Mechanicum of Mars was 
finally able to establish their dominance in the right 
to exploit the Knight Worlds. The Mechanicum 
were driven in this by a desire to gain control of the 
archeotech that could be found in abundance on the 
ancient Knight Worlds, but were also aware that the 
vast natural resources and military might of the 
knightly houses could make them a valuable asset. 
To this end, once they had established their right to 
exploit the Knight Worlds, they set about making 
them dependent upon the Mechanicum for their 
continued survival.

At the time of the Great Crusade, the Tech-priests' 
space fleets found an anarchic galaxy where the 
ancient confederacy of interdependent human 
planets no longer existed. The surviving Knight 

Worlds that were discovered had not retained all of 
their old technology and had devolved into feudal 
states ruled by aristocrats.

The Tech-priests settled amongst these feudal 
empires, founding many Forge Worlds, and 
established contacts with the knightly houses, 
trading with their worlds and investigating the 
ancient ruins where surviving technology could still 
sometimes be found. The ferocious warrior Knights 
proved invaluable in combating enemies such as 
marauding Orks and land-hungry Aeldari Exodites. 
In return, the Tech-priests promised technical 
expertise and helped the Nobles to rebuild their 
planets to the Imperial standard of technology.

The most important thing that the Tech-priests 
brought to the Knight Worlds was the knowledge 
and technology needed to maintain the Nobles' suits 
of battle armour. Over the course of the Age of 
Strife, much of the expertise needed to keep the 
complex Knight armour working had been lost. 
Local technicians and artificers did their best to 
maintain the suits, but in many cases, they simply 
did not have the necessary technical ability.

When the Knight Worlds were rediscovered, most 
had only a handful of operational suits remaining, 
and even these were in a poor state of repair. The 
Mechanicum promised to remedy this situation by 
inducting the local technicians that had been caring 
for the armour into the Cult Mechanicus, 

The Forge Worlds
Most knightly houses, though by no means all, are 
associated with a Forge World, and in return for 
fighting alongside that Forge World's Titan Legions, 
they gain access to advanced technology and 
knowledge that only the Mechanicum possess. The 
association between the knightly houses and the 
Mechanicum dates back to the time of the Great
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Horus' initial assault devastated many cities and 
strongholds, and amongst the victims were Molech's 
rulers -- House Devine. Dispossessed and unable to 
fight back, the knightly house slowly succumbed to 
the temptations of Chaos. Over the following 
months, the insidious whisper of Slaanesh -- Dark 
Prince of Chaos and god of indulgence and excess -- 
spread through their depleted ranks. Their officers 
became lethargic, interested only in their sports, 
using their mighty Knight suits to hunt the towering 
reptilian beasts that stalked Molech's lush jungles. 
The seductive grip of Slaanesh grew stronger, as the 
Prince of Pleasure bent the force of his will to 
corrupting the Noble Devines.

Soon, they met in secret cabals, performing 
depraved rites and ceremonies within the heart of 
the Loyalist camp. No act was too shameful or 
disgusting; the sensations of the moment became 
their only desire. When Horus launched a massive 
offensive, the Knights of House Devine committed 
an act of brazen treachery and turned on the troops 
who remained loyal to the Emperor. The Imperial 
forces found themselves caught in a trap, with 
advancing Traitor Titans to the front and Chaos 
Knights attacking their ranks from behind. This 
treachery allowed the Chaos host to punch through 
the Imperial defences, leaving them with no line of 
retreat.

They were totally defeated, so brutally that only one 
in a hundred of the troops of the Imperial Army 
surviving the campaign. Since that first betrayal, 
only a handful of knightly houses have been 
corrupted by Chaos, even when the Forge Worlds to 
which they owed fealty became part of the Dark 
Mechanicum. 

teaching them the skills they needed to keep the 
Knight armour in good repair. Because of this, 
nearly all suits of Knight armour now bear the mark 
of the Cult Mechanicus as a reminder of the debt of 
gratitude they owe to Mars.

Over the millennia, the Forge Worlds have grown 
powerful, with the Knight Worlds flourishing 
alongside them. Year-long, the Knights battle and 
patrol until the great cargo ships arrive from a Forge 
World, bringing new Knight suits, weapons, tools 
and mining machinery. They leave with their holds 
packed with ores and food. The Tech-priests and the 
Knights are now mutually dependent, and many 
Forge Worlds form the hub of a tiny empire 
consisting of a Forge World and its surrounding 
Knight Worlds.

In return, the Knights have gained much from the 
Tech-priests, their worlds gradually returning to 
being technically sophisticated cultures. However, 
the relationship between Forge World and Knight 
World is not always an easy one, and nowhere is this 
more true than in the fraught relationship between 
the Knights and the Sacristans trained by the 
Mechanicum to maintain their armour.

The Horus Heresy
The golden age of the Great Crusade was to be cut 
short by the supreme act of betrayal known as the 
Horus Heresy, during which the galaxy was gripped 
by the most bitter civil war humanity had ever seen. 
Across the nascent Imperium, rebels clashed with 
Loyalists for the fate of Mankind. Space Marines 
fought Space Marines, Titans fought Titans and, 
alongside them, Imperial Knights fought Imperial 
Knights. In those dark days, nobody was to be 
trusted and treachery was as much a part of warfare 
as Bolter shells, Volcano Cannons and Drop Pods. 
One of the most horrific betrayals of the war 
occurred on the planet of Molech.

As the Warmaster Horus led his armies to Terra, he 
left a trail of destruction in his wake hundreds of 
light years wide. His forces seemed unstoppable as 
garrison after garrison fell before his might, or 
changed allegiance and sided with the traitorous 
commander. It was on the planet of Molech that one 
of the most determined stands was to be made. 
Loyalist Titan Legions and over a hundred Imperial 
Army regiments and knightly houses stood ready to 
bear the brunt of the Warmaster's attack in an 
attempt to halt his inexorable advance. When it 
came, it was like a hurricane unleashed upon the 
verdant world.
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 Planetary Defence Force and Imperial Militia units 
elsewhere in the Imperium, though with not nearly 
as many heavy weapons. When the nobles grew too 
old to carry on fighting in the harry and slash of 
raiding or the swirling melee of battle they would 
give their armour to their eldest son and take 
instead the armour of a Warden. Wardens formed 
the steadiest element within the noble houses, 
usually found defending the keep or protecting the 
Drovers. 

On many of the worlds, groups of artificers and 
technicians became the most important of the 
nobles' subjects. They initially simply maintained 
the Knights for the nobles but soon learnt to speak 
with one voice, threatening to withdraw their 
services from any Lord who failed to take heed. 
They styled themselves as a priesthood for the half 
forgotten mysteries of technology and were called 
Sacristans. As their power grew, they arbitrated 
between the different houses to ensure they did not 
wipe one another out in bitter feuds. The ever-
present dangers of their worlds meant the Knights 
could not survive wars of attrition and genocide, 
and this necessitated the use of chivalric values to 
settle disputes. Eventually the Sacristans on many 
worlds ritualized the virtues of Honour, Duty and 
Valour and passed on these traditions from 
generation to generation. With the acceptance of 
these values the nobles became known as The 
Chivalry. 

In addition to the threat posed by hostile houses, 
the Chivalry had to fight constant battles against 
swift Carnosaurs which preyed upon the herds. 
Hunting the Carnosaurs honed their fighting skills 
to a deadly art, preparing them for the periods of 
violent warp activity which created monstrous 
mutated beasts. When such a beast was sighted, all 
the Chivalry would go on quests to seek out and 
destroy the creature before it tainted the land. 

THE COMING OF MEN 
Taken from the Apocrypha of N’d'mbers 
Archival: 23892054231186-126

During the Dark Age of Technology, scouts from 
Earth travelled far through the galaxy seeking 
planets to be used as agricultural worlds to provide 
food for the huge hiveworlds of Humanity. They 
copied the farming techniques used by the xenos 
Knights already living on some of the worlds 
discovered. In a period referred to as The Coming 
of Men, the xenos and Human colonists clashed in 
a series of bloody wars as the Xenos Knights sought 
to protect their homes from the interlopers. 

When these planets were cut off in the Age of Strife, 
they became feral worlds. A warrior aristocracy 
grew up on the Human worlds, mimicking the 
lifestyle of the xenos clans. On many worlds, the 
clans resurged to win back the lands they had lost 
and settled into a pattern of battling and raiding 
both against the Humans and each other. The 
wealth of the noble Human houses and xenos clans 
was based on their herds and much herd-raiding 
went on. The herds were greatly reduced in size, 
but, as the only readily available food source, were 
just as important. 

While the xenos shared their duties equally 
throughout the clan, the Human nobility enforced a 
feudal system on those below them. A sub-class of 
Drovers looked after the herds, as the nobles would 
not soil their hands with such work. The Drovers' 
walkers were not, by law, armed with weapons even 
though they lived in constant danger from raiders 
and predators. This ensured that the Drovers had to 
rely on the Knights of the nobility for protection 
and nullified any chance of revolt. 

As well as the nobles, each house could field large 
numbers of men at arms, either mounted on horses 
or on foot. These were equipped much like
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KNIGHT ARMOUR
The war machines utilised by the Imperial Knights were originally built with the intention of helping 
with the work of human colonisation. That inherent practicality was communicated in many of the 
aspects of their current design. For example, the Reaper Chainsword, considered such a fearsome 
weapon on the battlefield, was clearly once intended for clearing huge areas of vegetation for the early 
settlers.

Knight Paladin
The Knight Paladin is the archetypal Imperial 
Knight combat walker, usually armed with a large 
calibre Rapid-Fire Battle Cannon and a giant 
Knight-sized Reaper Chainsword. For long-ranged 
devastation, there are few weapons that can match 
or best the Knight Paladin's battle cannon. This 
massive barrelled weapon is equally adept at 
blasting apart massed hordes of enemy infantry, 
gunning down entire squadrons of light vehicles, or 
duelling a foe's artillery at long range. The Battle 
Cannon is even capable of piercing even a true 
Titan's armour. Incoming firepower is blunted as 
the pilot shifts the directional ion shield towards 
the approaching shots. With its long strides, the 
Knight Paladin can reposition quickly, firing as it 
manoeuvres to give maximum fire support. Should 
enemies approach too closely, a pair of Heavy 
Stubbers can mow them down. In close combat, the 
Reaper Chainsword or Thunderstrike Gauntlet the 
Knight Paladin carries makes it virtually 
unstoppable, able to disregard any enemy armour 
with impunity. The Reaper Chainswords used by 
Knight Paladins are described as being easily as 
destructive as the close combat weapons used by 
the larger Warhound-class Scout Titans, capable of 
harming even an Imperator 's armour plating.

Each of the weapons has heavy-duty lifting hooks 
attached to it, and one can imagine the original 
practical colonists hooking up digging or lifting 
apparatus just as easily as they could remove a 
powerful Battle Cannon out of stores to fend off 
marauding Orks or Aeldari.

Many of the practical elements of the original 
endoskeleton of the Knights' war machines are now 
hidden under the sloped armour plates and 
heraldry of the Imperial Knight. If one were able to 
penetrate beneath the heavy layers of thick 
protective armour plates, the war machine would 
resemble the functional STC construction 
machines of the past when the colonists first used 
them to defend their early settlements.

The two most commonly seen classes within these 
patterns are both Questoris Knights, including the 
Knight Paladin and the Knight Errant. These both 
use the same basic body form, but are fitted with 
different weapon arrays. Each is well-liked for its 
balanced and deadly combination of 
manoeuvrability, protection and firepower.

All Imperial Knights are protected by thick 
adamantium armour and are fitted with powerful 
weapon systems. Usually, this entails two primary 
weapons, one attached to each of its "arms", which 
will be supplemented by a number of secondary 
weapon systems fitted to its torso and shoulders.

The hand-forged armour that protects each Knight 
was crafted long ago, and elements such as the 
individual armour plates, helm or crests can 
therefore vary considerably depending on the skill 
of the artisan who made them. The armour is often 
lavishly detailed and adorned with complex 
heraldry that reveals the Knight's allegiances and 
the deeds he has accomplished in battle.
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Knight Crusader 
The Knight Crusader pattern armour carries more 
firepower than a tank squadron. In stark contrast to 
the bellicose pilots of the Knights Gallant, those 
Nobles given the honour of commander a Knight 
Crusader are thoughtful, tactically-aware warriors. 
Armed with enough guns to quell a rebellion, they 
stride at the rear of a Knight lance, laying down a 
hail of bullets and battle cannon shells in support of 
the advance. Continued fire from a Crusader can 
reduce entire formations to steaming gore and 
ruined metal in minutes. In total, the Imperial 
Knight Crusader carries four ranged weapons: the 
Rapid-fire Battle Cannon the Avenger Gatling 
Cannon, a Heavy Stubber and Heavy Flamer. 
Alternatively, they can have as many as six weapons 
mounted upon it.Knight Errant

The Knight Errant is based on the same body as the 
Knight Paladin, but serves a more specialised 
purpose. The Errant class Knight can charge and 
destroy a tank battalion, for it is a colossal ionshield-
protected war machine capable of immense close-
ranged destruction. The main armament of the 
Knight Errant is the Thermal Cannon, a weapon 
whose blasts can immolate plasteel bunkers or turn a 
battle tank into molten slag. Armed with this potent 
weapon, it is highly suited to attacking large targets 
such as Chaos Titans and even Mega-Gargants, 
vaporising steel and flesh with equal ease. The 
Knight Errant's close combat weapon -- either a 
Reaper Chainsword or Thunderstrike Gauntlet -- is 
perhaps more deadly still. When powered by the 
Knight's mighty servo-engines, either of these 
weapons can topple even the most monstrous xenos 
creature with a single strike. Fitted into the Knight 
Errant's armoured carapace is a Heavy Stubber to 
scythe down enemy infantry, and its armour-plated 
feet are more than capable of crushing units beneath 
its awesome weight.

Knight Gallant 
The Nobles that pilot Knights Gallant are aggressive 
and short-tempered, their minds constantly 
occupied with proving themselves in glorious 
combat. Armed with a Thunderstrike Gauntlet and 
Reaper Chainsword, they eschew the use of long-
ranged cannons in favour of wargear that can 
pummel, shred and tear their foes apart in combat. 
Difficult to restrain with tactics and logic, they will 
often spearhead an assault in search of renown. An 
Ion Shield and thick armour help ensure the bipedal 
colossus reaches its target, while a Heavy Stubber 
enables the Knight to scythe down any counter-
attacking infantry.

mounted upon it.
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Cerastus Knight-Atrapos 
 the Cerastus Knight-Atrapos was created solely to 
destroy heretek engines and xenos war machines 
whose very nature and existence were considered a 
blasphemy to the Omnissiah. The machine spirits of 
the Knight-Atrapos are said to carry with them a 
cold and all-destroying hunger, and for the scion 
who bonds with them, madness is a constant risk. 
But for such storied honour, however dark the 
outcome, this may be a price worth paying. The 
Cerastus Knight-Atrapos carries arcane and 
devastating weapons into battle; the focussed and 
deadly Atrapos lascutter, that sees duty as both a 
ranged and close combat weapon, and the violently 
destructive, but potentially unstable, graviton 
singularity cannon. 

Knight Warden 
The Knight Warden excels at storming strongholds 
and battles in claustrophobic confines. With its ion 
shield to the fore, the Knight Warden can close 
upon a foe quickly, its immense stride simply 
bypassing tank barricades and easily manoeuvring 
through narrow hive city streets or amidst the 
twisted boughs of alien forests. On one arm they 
carry an Avenger Gatling Cannon; on the other a 
Reaper Chainsword or Thunderstrike Gauntlet, both 
more than capable of ripping a tank or armoured 
fortification to pieces. Should the Warden expect to 
encounter enemy tanks, the Stormspear Rocket Pod 
is the ideal solution, while the Icarus Autocannons 
are perfect for dealing with aircraft. 

Cerastus Type Knight Armours
Cerastus type Knight armours are highly 
sophisticated chassis whose speed and agility far 
exceed the clumsier Errant and Paladin types. The 
Cerastus type Knights appear to have been designed 
solely for war, not as protectors but as bloody-
handed conquerors and tools of destruction, a 
legacy of the violence that marked the beginning of 
the Age of Strife. Below is a selection of the most 
common types of Cerastus Pattern Knight armours 
fielded by the Knight houses:

Cerastus Knight-Acheron 
The devastation wrought by a Cerastus Knight-
Acheron is terrifying to behold. Armed with a 
fearsome Reaper Chainfist, twin-linked Heavy 
Bolters and an Acheron Pattern Flame Cannon, it is 
employed as a weapon of extermination and to 
inspire fear in the Imperium's foes. Nothing will 
sway its attack until the enemy is utterly crushed, 
never to rise again from the flame-scoured ruins of 
their strongholds.

is the ideal solution, while the Icarus Autocannons 
are perfect for dealing with aircraft. 
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Rare Mechanicum Armours

Questoris Knight Magaera 
The Questoris Knight Magaera is a type of Knight 
that is most often used as a shock assault unit, 
breaching the most heavily defended enemy 
positions, while shrugging off heavy weapons fire 
and self-repairing even devastating weapon strikes 
in a few minutes. To aid in this role it is armed with 
a complex Lightning Cannon, using focussed 
electromagnetic beams to vaporise infantry and 
blast apart armour.

Questoris Knight Styrix
Housing Machine Spirits which some say became 
too accustomed to wholesale slaughter during the 
Age of Strife and the Great Crusade that followed it, 
many of the more conservative houses consider the 
Questoris Knight Styrix to be a dark and malevolent 
pattern of armour, the wanton slaughter it 
unleashes being beneath a true Knight. Armed with 
a devastating Volkite Chieorovile and backed up 
with a Graviton Gun and twin-linked Rad Cleanser, 
the Questoris Knight Styrix is easily able to 
eliminate large numbers of infantry at range.

 Cerastus Knight-Castigator 
Armed with the fearsome Castigator Pattern Bolt 
Cannon, the Cerastus Knight-Castigator is 
favoured by those Knight houses faced with hordes 
of lesser foes that might otherwise overwhelm even 
a mighty Knight through sheer numbers. Capable 
of obliterating infantry formations in a thunderous 
rain of mass-reactive explosions and whirling 
power blade, or carving apart light vehicles with 
ease, the Castigator is a formidable opponent.

Cerastus Knight-Lancer 
One of the more uncommon but also most highly 
valued Knight-class walkers fielded by the Knight 
houses, the Cerastus Knight-Lancer is a first strike 
weapon, attuned to rapid assault tactics and lethal 
outflanking charges against a foe. It is justly 
renowned for its speed and its power, as well as for 
the temperamental and restive nature of the 
Machine Spirits (artificial intelligences) which dwell 
as anima within its colossal frame. Because of this 
reputation, the most impetuous and glory-hungry 
of the Knight households are driven to bond with 
these war machines, their own souls a match for the 
fury caged within their mounts. The greatest of 
these pairings will go on to create martial legends 
among their lineage. This Knight-Lancer has a 
Shock Lance mounted as its primary weapon -- a 
magneto-hydraulic power spear of prodigious size, 
whose disruption field may also be projected as a 
powerful electromagnetic plasma blast over short 
ranges. An Ion Gauntlet Shield generator is 
mounted in the Cerastus' right gauntlet assembly 
and is more concentrated than the directional Ion 
Shield mounted on the Knight Paladin class, but 
lacks its tactical flexibility.

blast apart armour.

eliminate large numbers of infantry at range.
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Acastus Knight Asterius
Acastus Knights were already rare in the age of the 
Horus Heresy, and Asterius patterns were even 
more scarce than Porphyrions. Like its counterpart, 
they were amongst the most massive and 
formidable engines of destruction available to 
Knight Houses. These mighty behemoths were 
armed to raze the mightiest edifices with conversion 
beam cannons – even the secondary weapons were 
deadly in their own right. The carapace hid a 
massive Karacnos mortar battery, capable of 
saturating the ramparts with high-impact 
explosives, as well as two volkite culverins to 
demolish targets of priority.

Acastus Knight Porphyrion 
One of the most heavily armed and armoured of 
all Knight-Chassis in service with the Imperium's 
forces, few Knight households are able to muster 
Porphyrion armours, which is seen as symbols of 
favour by the lords of the Omnissiah's cult, and 
even the greatest households such as House Raven 
or House Tyranis do not claim more than a 
handful each as part of their arsenals. The 
Porphyrion serves not only as one of the most 
powerful war machines of its kind, but also often 
as the supreme enforcer of the rule and dominion 
of a Knight household over its own Scions, many 
carrying the unique heraldic symbol of the 
shrouded urn; a dread charge given only to 
Knights which has destroyed one of its own 
brothers in sacred and sanctioned trial by combat 
over some great issue of honour or malfeasance. 
There are those within the ranks of the Scions and 
Seneschals of the Knight households however, who 
do not agree with the otherwise universal regard in 
which these rare armours are held. For some of its 
bulk, and the selection of a purely ranged 
armament -- no matter its magnitude -- is a 
drawback as it undermines the armour's 
adaptability and prevents it from indulging in the 
glories of hand-to-hand combat, while others 
stress the size and power of the Porphyrion, which 
rivals that of a Scout Titan. This Knight represents 
the outer limits of what a single human mind can 
interface with, creating phenomenal strain upon 
even the strongest willed Scion pilot.

demolish targets of priority.

Image supplied by David Braines - @the30Kchannel
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ADDITIONAL RULES

MOVING OVER TERRAIN

Given their nature and construction knights intereact 
with terrain quite differently. The following 
• Knights may move over/through obstacles that are no

higher than their knees with no penalty.
• Knights with a Melee weapon may move through

obstacles that are no higher than their waist with a 2” 
penalty to their movement.

• Knights may not climb terrain features unless they are
armed with at least one Thunderstrike Gauntlet. If a 
knight is armed with a thunderstrike gauntlet they 
may climb but all vertical distances are  doubled.

Models in Honour and Blood follow the rules laid out in the Kill Team Core Manual but the additions and 
changes noted below to reflect the nature of the mechanical forces involved. Therse are small edits and the 
inclusion of a Suppression action for your fire team models, a new Injury table and a new set Nerve test 
modifiers.

INJURY TABLE

Knights are larger and significantly more durable than the 
flesh and blood beings of the Imperium. As such a new 
rules for the injury and damage processes are required to 
be able to acuratly reflect this.Replace the Injury table oon 
KT-CM page 33 with the following.

D6 RESULT

1 Damaged Articulator: Reduce the models movement 
characteristic by 2”. Model gains a flesh wound.

2 Ion Shield Overloaded: The model loses its Invulnerable 
Save. If already lost the model gains a flesh wound. 

3
Weapon Destroyed: Roll a D6,  the weapon at the 
following location can no longer be used: 1-2 Left Arm, 
3-4 Right Arm,  5-6 Carapace. Model gains a flesh wound

4
Structural Damage: Reduce both the Strength and 
Toughness of the model by -1. Model gains a flesh 
wound.

5 Destroyed: The model is removed from play

6
Reactor Breach: Roll a D6, on a 4+ the model explodes 
and all models within D6” take D3 mortal wounds. The 
model is removed from play

DAMAGE CHARACTERISTICS 

Replace final paragraph  of the Damage Characteristics 
section on KT-CM page 33 with;  
“If a model loses its last wound when there are attacks 
or mortal wounds (see opposite) still allocated to it, 
these are resolved as normal with each successful, 
wound adding +1 to the injury roll the model must 
make."

Example: A Knight Acastus on its last wound is hit by 
4 single damage ranged attacks all of which wound. 
The Acastus’ player saves 1 but the remaining 3 
wound the model. This reduces the Acastus to 0 
wounds and an injury roll must now be made. As 
there are still 2 unallocated wounds the injury roll has 
a +2 modifier.

SUPPRESSION

In games of kill team positioning and movement of 
your troops is crucial, as is disrupting the plans of 
your opponent. Suppression is an action available only 
to fire team models within your kill team. Instead of 
moving a model during the Move phase simply 
declare that it is targeting an enemy model obscured 
by terrain for suppression. Multiple models may target 
the same enemy model for suppression. You may 
suppress one or more enemy model per turn. 

To use suppression you must have one or more 
models with visibility to the target model that is in 
range of their weapons. Those weapons must be of the 
following type/minimum attacks: Rapid fire 1, Assault 
2, Heavy 3. The number of attacks cannot be random 
i.e. D3, D6

Suppression causes no hits, there is no hit roll, or 
damage on a model even if that weapon or model has 
an ability that would normally allow it to do so. 
Models engaging in suppression may not move or 
shoot, including overwatch, for the rest of that round, 
though they may do so via tactics or specialist abilities. 

The target model must make a suppression roll each 
time they wish to perform any form of move or an 
action that requires the enemy to be visible, including 
overwatch. To take a Suppression test for a model, roll 
a D6, apply the following cumulative modifiers and 
consult the table opposite. 

Suppression Actions: 
Attacker (Red), Target (Black)

Suppression Tokens
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D

The model is suppressed and may not make the 
action it attempted. Place a suppression token 
next to the model. 

2 or less

3 or more The model may complete its action normally

RESULT

+1

-1

-1

-1

-1

SUPPRESSION ROLL MODIFIERS 
Suppression fire is coming from long range Per 

enemy model engaged in suppression

The enemy is using one or more Heavy weapons 

Per Flesh Wound on your model

Your kill team is Broken 

They then look up the result on the following table:

NERVE TEST MODIFIERS

The table below replaces the nerve test modifiers 
table found in KT-CM pg36.

NERVE TEST MODIFIERS
Each other friendly model that is shaken or is out 
of action

+1

The model has one or more suppression 
tokens

+1

Each enemy model (including shaken models) 
within 2" of the model +1

Each other friendly model (other than shaken 
models) within 2" of the model -1

As suppression rolls are triggered per action it is 
possible for a model to gain multiple suppression 
tokens per round. Suppression tokens are removed 
during the morale phase at the same time as 
Shaken tokens. 

Visibility: The attacking model must have 
visibility on the target. If the target model passes a 
suppression roll to fall back and drops out of 
visibility then it no longer counted as being under 
suppressive fire.

Mixed Ranges: Only apply the long range 
modifier if all models attempting suppressive fire 
are at long range e.g. if 3 models are engaged in 
suppressive fire, two at long range and one at short 
range, you do not apply the long range modifier. 

Obscured by Terrain: You may not use 
suppressive fire against models that are in the open 
or models obscured by other models in their kill 
team. However models obscured by an ability or 
tactic can be targeted by suppression

NOTES ON SUPPRESSION

BOARD SIZE
Games of Honour and Blood are smaller, and bigger, 
than regular games of kill team. Given the scales 
involved it may be more advantageous to play on 
two Kill Team or Kill Zone boards placed adjacently 
on their long edges, it is not required but it brings 
gaming with banners of knights near to its original 
source in the hallowed pages of White Dwarf 126.

More so than traditional games of Kill Team 
Honour and Blood benefits hugely [sic] from plenty 
of terrain. Keep in mind though that the majority of 
knights cannot climb so be sure to include ramps or 
lifts!

As a rule of thumb it your using a household banner 
only one kill team board will suffice, if you include a 
support banner perhaps use two ... or be prepared 
for the full, horrific bloodbath that was Knightly 
combat in the Horus Heresy.

THE KNIGHTS OF HOUSE  TALYXIA
Models painted by Rob Wolters
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HONOUR DUELS

Almost every form of human civilisation possesses 
its own warrior culture. As such, it is not unusual to 
find the champions of opposing forces advancing out 
in front of their lines to engage in personal combat, 
their honour guards either unwilling or forbidden to 
interrupt until only one Knight remains Standing

Initiating an Honour Duel
Unless noted otherwise only models that have the 
SCION Keyword can initiate or participate in an 
Honour Duel. An eligible model that is wholly 
within 12” of another eligible model may initiate an 
honour duel by declaring it in during their initiative 
phase.

During the movement phase of that battle round 
both models are moved into base to base contact on 
an area of open ground or difficult terrain 
equidistant between them. Both models count as 
having charged.

Refusing an honour duel
A player whose model is challenged to an honour 
duel is free to refuse the duel though the model 
refusing the duel gains a Shaken token. If the model 
refusing the duel is a SCION however the player 
must roll a dice for each model in the Banner they 
lead, on a 5+ that model gains a Shaken token 
regardless of any ability that would normally allow 
them to ignore being shaken.  

Fighting an honour duel
The two models participating in the Honour Duel 
follow all normal rules for the battle rounds with 
the following exceptions and additional rules;
• Players may not target or charge models engaged

in an Honour Duel with any other models. Once
the duel is over this rule no longer applies.

• A player may use up to 2 tactics per fight phase
that can apply to their model participating in the
duel

• Neither model can Fall Back further than 4” from
their opponent

• A model that successfully forces their opponent
to be removed from play is the Victor, and can use
the Honour Kill Tactic from that point on, as long
as that model is not shaken or out of action.

• The player whose model was removed from play
is Vanquished, and adds an additional +1
modifier to all Nerve tests for the rest of the
game. No model on the Vanquished players kill
team may ignore Shaken tokens or automatically
pass a Nerve test even if they have an ability or
tactic that would allow them to.

HONOUR KILL

Ordo Questoris Victor Tactic
Use this tactic at the start of the Initiative 
phase. The Player may pick that either all 
friendly models on the battlefield 
automatically pass Nerve tests for this battle 
round for 1 CP, or that all Household abilities 
are available to the Support Banner for this 
battle round for 2CP. 

1   COMMAND POINTS

CEARASTUS IMPERIALIS BANNER
Models painted by Lee Marshall - @The Forge of Mars
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CHOOSING AN ORDO 
UESTORIS KILL TEAM

In the Galaxy spanning wars of the Age of Darkness no two Ordo Questoris kill teams are alike – each is 
assembled to accomplish a specific vital mission, regardless of the odds or the enemy forces stacked 
against them, and each contains Lords and Ladies of exceptional and unique talents each of whom can 
mean the difference between ignoble defeat and glorius victory.

Battle-forged  IMPERIAL Knight Kill 
Teams 
In addition to the rules laid out on KT-CM pg62, you must 
also adhere to the following restrictions/alterations for 
Imperial Knight kill teams:
• All the members of your kill team must have the

IMPERIAL KNIGHT , <HOUSEHOLD> Faction 
keywords.

• Your kill team is formed around a HOUSEHOLD 
BANNER and must contain a minimum of six models from 
a single datasheet; Questor Imperialis, Errant Imperialis, or 
Cerastus Imperialis

• Your kill team may include a SUPPORT BANNER 
comprised of a mix of knights from any other datasheets. 
The maximum number of knights in a support banner is 
always one less than the Household Banner

• You may include up to two Scions in your Kill team, one 
of whom must be your leader

• Some Houses specialise in unique forms of warfare and 
therefore will have an 'Alternate Formation' that may be 
applied

• Your Imperial Knight Kill team cannot cost more than 
150 points

Questor Allegiances 
At the heart of their code of honour is a complex web 
of historic alliances, enmities and ritual that governs 
not only their relationship with teh Mechanicum but 
the Imperium of Man as a whole. When choosing your 
force it must belong to one of the following, gaining 
that keyword:

• IMPERIAL: True Servants of the Emperor of Man
and the Imperium at large.

• MECHANICUM: Bound in service to the
Mechaniucm and the Forgeworlds that support them

Fealty
The Horus Heresy is a time of total war where 
brother fights brother. When choosing your force 
it must belong to one of the following, gaining that 
keyword:
• LOYALIST: Steadfast servants of the Emperor

fighting to defend the dream of the Great Crusade
• TRAITOR: Iconoclastic followers of Warmaster

Horus that wish to tear down the Imperium of
Man

There were exceptions of course. The 
SOVERIGN Households fight primarily for 
survival so they do not have to choose an 
Allegiance unless the player wishes to. Soverign 
Households will be explored in a future update

Household
Ordo Questoris kill teams MUST belong to one of the 
Knight Houses that existed during the Horus Heresy. 
Players must  either create their own household, see 
page 35 or use one of the 24 named Houses in this 
supplement, see pages pages 37 to 48. 

Battle-forged MECHANICUM Knight 
Kill Teams 
In addition to the rules for battle-forged IMPERIAL Kill 
teams above a Mechanicum Kill Team may;
• All the members of your kill team must have the

MECHANICUM KNIGHT , <HOUSEHOLD> Faction 
keywords.

• A Battle-forged MECHANICUM kill team increases the 
max limit of each Questor Mechanicum model on the 
datasheet to 3 

• Include Questor Mechanicum models in their Household 
banner as well as the Support banner. A Knight Paladin and 
Knight Errant may be replaced with a Knight Styrix or 
Knight Magaera, and a Knight Lancer may be replaced with 
a Knight Atropos.  These replacements are limited by the 
revised maximum availability these models have.
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UESTOR IMPERIALIS
NAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv Max

Knight Paladin 6" 4+ 3+ 4 5 6 1 7 3+ -

Knight Crusader 4+ 3+ 4 5 6 1 7 3+ 2

Knight Scion

6" 

6" 4+ 3+ 4 5 6 2 8 3+ 1

This model is armed with a rapid-fire battlecannon, reaper chainsword.
Up to two Knights Paladin in your kill team can be Knights Crusader, and one Knight Paladin in your kill team can be a Knight Scion.

WARGEAR OPTIONS • This model may take a meltagun

ABILITIES Ion Shield: This model has a 5+ invulnerable 
save against attacks made with ranged weapons. 

Split fire: A Knight Crusader that did not move in 
the movement phase may target two enemy models in 
the shooting phase, one with their Rapid-fire battle 
cannon and a second with the avenger gatling cannon

• This model may replace its reaper chainsword with a thunderstrike gauntlet

• This model may be equipped with a stormspear rocket pod or twin icarus autocannon
• A Knight Crusader must replace its reaper chainsword with an avenger gatling cannon

• This model may replace its rapid-fire battlecannon with an avenger gatling cannon

SPECIALISTS

FACTION KEYWORD
KEYWORDS

Leader (Scion only), Heavy (Crusader only), Combat, Comms, Demolitions, Sniper, Veteran 
<QUESTOR ALLEGIANCE> KNIGHTS, <HOUSEHOLD> 
IMPERIUM, KNIGHT, WALKER, QUESTORIS, QUESTOR IMPERIALIS, PALADIN

Knight Scion: This model gains the SCION 
keyword. 

Allied Support Banners
If they wish players may draw their Support 
banners from different houses in which case it 
becomes an Allied Support Banner
• The Allied Support Banner must be from a

Household that has the same Fealty Allegiance as
the Household Banner.

• An Allied Support Banner may not include
Freeblades

• A model must be nominated as the Scion for the
Support Banner as normal but it must also be a
Specialist.

• The Allied Support Banner, so long as it contains
Knights from the same household, gains a single
ability, either rolled from the Household creation
tables or selected from listed abilities of a named
household. Which ability is applied to the Allied
Support Banner is left to the player..

• If the Scion of the Allied Support Banner is
removed from play then the remaining knights of
the Allied Support Banner reduce their LD
characteristic by -1

ACASTUS KNIGHT PORPHYRION
Model painted by Jørgen Bender-Pedersen

@MasterCiaphas
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ERRANT IMPERIALIS
NAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv Max

Knight Errant 6" 4+ 3+ 4 5 6 1 6 3+ -

Knight Gallant 3+ 3+ 4 5 6 2 7 3+ 2

Errant Scion

6" 

6" 4+ 3+ 4 5 6 2 8 3+ 1

This model is armed with a thermal cannon and thunderstrike gauntlet
Up to two Knights Errant in your kill team can be Knights Gallant, and one Knight Errant in your kill team can be a Errant Scion.

WARGEAR OPTIONS • This model may take a meltagun

ABILITIES For the House!: If this model does not have an 
enemy model within shooting range it must advance.

Single Combat: Knight Gallant models may issue 
and accept  challenges for single combat as if they 
were a SCION

• This model may be equipped with a stormspear rocket pod or twin icarus autocannon
• A Knight Gallant must replace its thermal cannon with either a reaper chainsword or a second thunderstike gauntlet

Ion Shield: This model has a 5+ invulnerable 
save against attacks made with ranged weapons. 

SPECIALISTS

FACTION KEYWORD
KEYWORDS

Leader (Scion only), Combat, Comms, Veteran, Zealot (Gallant only) 

<QUESTOR ALLEGIANCE> KNIGHTS, <HOUSEHOLD> 
IMPERIUM, KNIGHT, WALKER, QUESTORIS, QUESTOR IMPERIALIS, ERRANT

Errant Scion: This model gains the SCION 
keyword. 

CERASTUS IMPERIALIS
NAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv Max

Knight Lancer 7" 4+ 3+ 4 5 7 2 7 3+ -

Knight Acheron 4+ 3+ 4 5 7 2 7 3+ 2

Knight Castigator

7" 

7" 4+ 3+ 4 5 7 2 7 3+ 2

This model is armed with a cerastus shock lance and an ion gauntlet shield.
Up to two Knight Lancers in your kill team can be Knight Acherons, two Knight Lancers can be Knight Castigators

WARGEAR OPTIONS

ABILITIES
Ion Shield: This model has a 5+ invulnerable 
save against attacks made with ranged weapons. 

Agile: This model treats difficult terrain as open 
ground and may roll an extra dice when charging or 
advancing and ignore the lowest result. Additionally 
this model always fights in the Hammer of Wrath 
section of the fight phase.

• A Knight Acheron must replace its weaponry with an acheron flame cannon and reaper chainfist

• A Knight Castigator must replace its weaponry with twin-linked castigator bolt cannon and tempest warblade

SPECIALISTS

FACTION KEYWORD
KEYWORDS

Leader (Scion only), Combat, Comms, Demolitions, Scout, Veteran, Zealot (Acheron only)

<QUESTOR ALLEGIANCE> KNIGHTS, <HOUSEHOLD> 
IMPERIUM, KNIGHT, WALKER, QUESTORIS, CERASTUS IMPERIALIS, 

Cerastus Scion:  You may nominate one 
Cerastus in the kill team as the Cerastus Scion. 
That model gains the SCION, keyword together 
with +1 Ld and +1 to hit when it attacks.
Ion Gauntlet Shield: This model has a 4+ 
invulnerable save during the Fight phase

Twin Heavy Bolters: A model armed with a reaper 
chainfist may roll 3 dice in Overwatch. If one or 
more hits are caused the enemy model takes 1 
Strength 4 hit at AP '-'.
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ACASTUS IMPERIALIS
M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv Max

6" 3+ 3+ 4 6 10 1 8 2+ 1

NAME 

Knight Porphyrion

Knight Asterius 3+ 3+ 4 6 10 1 8 2+ 16" 

This model is armed with 2 acastus autocannons, Twin magma lascannons and an ironstorm missile pod 
The Knight Porphyrion in your kill team can be a Knight Asterius.

WARGEAR OPTIONS • This model may replace its acastus autocannons with 1 acastus lascannon

ABILITIES

• This model may replace its ironstorm missile pod with helios defence missiles.
• The Knight Asterius must replace all weaponry with 2 asterius volkite culverins, a karacnos mortar battery

and 2 twin conversion beam cannons

Ion Shield: This model has a 5+ invulnerable 
save against attacks made with ranged weapons. 

Knight Titan:  In a turn where this model does 
not move it may be treated as a terrain feature 
during the movement phase.

SPECIALISTS

FACTION KEYWORD
KEYWORDS

Heavy, Demolitions, Sniper
<QUESTOR ALLEGIANCE> KNIGHTS, <HOUSEHOLD> 
IMPERIUM, KNIGHT, WALKER, QUESTORIS, ACASTUS IMPERIALIS, 

Prideful: A Knight Kill Team may only include 
a single ACASTUS IMPERIALIS model and 
may not be included in a Kill Team that 
includes a FREEBLADE.

Twin Reactors:  If this model ever rolls the 
Reactor Breach result on the Injury table and it 
explodes apply the maximum range and damage.

UESTORIS MECHANICUM
NAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv Max

Knight Styrix 6" 4+ 3+ 4 5 6 1 7 3+ 1

Knight Magaera 4+ 3+ 4 5 6 1 7 3+ 1

Knight Atropos

6" 

7" 3+ 3+ 4 5 7 1 7 3+ 1

A Knight Styrix is armed with a volkite chieorovile, a hekaton siege claw, and a graviton gun. 
A Knight Magaera is armed with a lightning cannon, a hekaton siege claw, and a phased plasma-fusil. 
A Knight Atropos is armed with a graviton singularity cannon and an atrapos lascutter. All models have an ionic flare shield

ABILITIES Ionic Flare Shield: This model has a 5+ 
invulnerable save against attacks made with 
ranged weapons. In addition ranged attacks 
targeting a this model have their strength 
reduced by -1. If the ranged weapon used hits 
automatically reduce its strength by -2 instead.

SPECIALISTS

FACTION KEYWORD
KEYWORDS

Leader, Combat, Comms, Demolitions, Heavy, Scout (Atropos only) Sniper, Veteran 
<QUESTOR ALLEGIANCE> KNIGHTS, <HOUSEHOLD> 
IMPERIUM, KNIGHT, WALKER, QUESTORIS, QUESTOR MECHANICUM

Scion: You may nominate one Questor 
Mechanicum in the kill team as the Questor 
Mechanicum Scion. That model gains the 
SCION, keyword together with +1 Ld and +1 to 
hit when it attacks.

Agile: The Knight Atropos treats difficult terrain as 
open ground and may roll an extra dice when 
charging or advancing and ignore the lowest result. 
Additionally the Knight Atropos always fights in the 
Hammer of Wrath section of the fight phase.

Empyreal Preysight:  When a Knight Styrix shoots 
at obscured targets they are considered not to be 
obscured.

Macro-extinction Protocols:  When a Knight 
Atropos targets a WALKER add +1 to the hit roll 

Rad Cleansers: A model armed with a Hekaton 
siege claw may roll 2 dice in Overwatch. If one or 
more hits are caused the target model becomes 
Shaken
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FREEBLADE
NAME M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv Max

Freeblade Questoris 6" 4+ 3+ 4 5 6 1 7 3+ 1

Freeblade Cerastus 3+ 3+ 4 5 7 2 7 3+ 17" 

A Freeblade Questoris is armed with a rapid-fire battlecannon and reaper chainsword
stubber. A Freeblade Cerastus is armed with a cerastus shock lance and an ion gauntlet shield.

WARGEAR OPTIONS • A Freeblade Questoris may replace its heavy stubber with a meltagun

ABILITIES Freeblade Scion:  You may nominate one Freeblade 
in the kill team as the Freeblade Scion. That model 
gains the SCION, keyword together with +1 Ld and 
+1 to hit when it attacks. 

• A Freeblade Questoris may replace its rapid-fire battle cannon and/or reaperchainsword with one of the following;
avenger gatling cannon, rapid-fire battle cannon, thermal cannon, reaper chainsword, or thunderstrike gauntlet

• A Freeblade Cerastus may replace its cerastus shock lance and/or ion gauntlet shield with one of the following;
acheron flame cannon,  castigator bolt cannon,  and reaper chainfist, or tempest warblade

Ion Shield: This model has a 5+ invulnerable 
save against attacks made with ranged weapons. 
Agile: The Knight Lancer treats difficult terrain 
as open ground and may roll an extra dice when 

SPECIALISTS

FACTION KEYWORD
KEYWORDS

charging or advancing and ignore the lowest 
result. Additionally they always fights in the 
Hammer of Wrath section of the fight phase. 

FREEBLADE KNIGHTS 
IMPERIUM, KNIGHT, WALKER, QUESTORIS, FREEBLADE

• A Freeblade Questoris may be equipped with a stormspear rocket pod or twin icarus autocannon

Combat, Comms, Demolitions, Scout, Sniper, Veteran

RANGE TYPE S AP D
Melee Melee 2x2 -3

MELEE WEAPONS 
WEAPON  
Atropos Lascutter

ABILITIES
Re-roll failed wound rolls of 1 when targeting WALKER 
or BEAST models

Melee Melee 15 -3Cerastus Shock Lance When a model with this weapon charges increase the 
Damage to 3

Melee Melee 2x2 -4Reaper Chainfist When attacking with this weapon, subtract 1 from 
the hit roll.

Melee Melee D3+4 -1Reaper Chainsword Each time the bearer fights, it can make 1 additional 
attack with this weapon

Melee Melee D3x2 -3Hekaton Siege Claw When attacking with this weapon, subtract 1 from 
the hit roll. In addition, when resolving an attack 
made with this weapon against a WALKER, add 2 to 
the Damage characteristic for that attack.

Melee Melee D3+4 -1Thunderstrike Gauntlet When attacking with this weapon, subtract 1 from 
the hit roll.

Melee Melee 2+4 -3Tempest Stormblade -

Ion Gauntlet Shield, Twin Heavy Bolters: See  
Cerastus Imperialis Datasheet on page 25
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RANGE TYPE S AP D ABILITIES

When attacking with this weapon, choose one of the profiles below.Graviton Singularity Cannon 
- Contained
- Singularity

36" Heavy 2 7 -3 1
36" Heavy D3+2 8 -3 2

36" Rapid Fire 1 5 0 1 -
48" Heavy 1 7 -2 1 -

RANGED WEAPONS 
WEAPON  
Acastus Autocannon 
Acastus Lascannon 
Acheron Flame Cannon 12" Assault 2D3 5 -1 1 Attacks made with this weapon automatically hit
Asterius Volkite Culverin 24" Assault 3 5 0 1 On a hit roll of 6 this weapon inclreases its AP to -2
Atropos Lascutter 6" Pistol 1 8 -2 2 Re-roll failed wound rolls of 1 when targeting WALKER 

or BEAST models
Avenger Gatling Cannon 26" Rapid Fire 3 4 0 1 -
Cerastus Shock Lance 12" Rapid Fire 3 4 -1 1 If any of the hit rolls are 6 the target takes a Shaken token
Graviton Gun 8" Heavy 1 5 0 1 If the target model has a larger base than the model with 

this weapon increase damage to 2

Each time an unmodified hit roll of 1 is made the bearer of 
this weapon must roll on the Injury table applying the result.

-

Helios Defence Missiles 48" Heavy 2 5 -1 1 Each time an attack is made against an AIRCRAFT 
model, add 1 to the hit roll

Ironstorm Missile Pod 36" Heavy 3 4 -1 1 -
Karacnos Mortar Battery 48" Heavy D6 4 0 1 Target models do not gain the benefits of being Obscured
Lightning Cannon 36" Heavy D3 6 -1 2 An unmodified hit roll of 6 for an attack made using  this 

weapon scores 2 additional hits on the target
Meltagun 6" Pistol 1 6 -1 1 -
Phased Plasma Fusil 6" Pistol 1 5 0 1 On a hit roll of 6 this weapon causes 2 hits

Rapid-Fire Battle Cannon 48" Rapid Fire 1 7 -2 D3 -
Stormspear Rocket Pod 48" Heavy D3 4 -1 1 Ignore negative hit modifiers to hit for attacks made 

with this weapon
Thermal Cannon 24" Heavy D3 8 -3 D3 If the target is within half range of this weapon, roll two 

dice when inflicting damage and discard the lowest result.
When attacking with this weapon, choose one of the profiles below. based on the targets rangeGraviton Singularity Cannon 

Short Range
        Medium Range

Long Range

0-16" Heavy D3 7 0 1
16-32" Heavy D3 8 -1 2 -

-

32-48" Heavy D3 9 -2 3 -
Twin Icarus Autocannon 48" Heavy 2 4 -1 1 Each time an attack is made against an AIRCRAFT 

model, add 1 to the hit roll

Twin Magma Lascannons 48" Heavy 2 8 -3 3 Ignore hit modifiers for Obscured models

T-L Castigator Bolt Cannon 24" Assault D6 4 -1 This weapon may be used in suppression attacks1
Volkite Chieorovile 36" Heavy 2 6 -1 D3 Each time an unmodified wound roll of 6 is made 

for an attack with this weapon, that attack inflicts 
one mortal wound on the target in addition to the 
normal damage.
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KILL TEAM

MODEL
POINTS PER MODEL

(Does not include wargear)
10
11
11

Knight Paladin
 - Knight Crusader
 - Knight Scion

32
32

14
13
13

10
12
11

RANGED WEAPONS
POINTS PER WEAPONWEAPON

Acastus Autocannon
Acastus Lascannon
Acheron Flame Cannon
Asterius Volkite Culverin
Atropos Lascutter
Avenger Gatling Cannon
Graviton Gun
Graviton Singularity Cannon
Helios Defence Missiles
Ironstorm Missile Pod
Karacnos Mortar Battery
Lightning Cannon
Meltagun
Phased Plasma Fusil
Rapid-Fire Battle Cannon
Stormspear Rocket Pod
Thermal Cannon
Twin Conversion Beamers
Twin Icarus Autocannon
Twin Magma Lascannons
T-L Castigator Bolt cannon
Volkite Chieorovile

MELEE WEAPONS
POINTS PER WEAPONWEAPON

Atropos Lascutter
Cerastus Shock Lance
Hekaton Siege Claw
Reaper Chainfist
Reaper Chainsword
Tempest Stormblade
Thunderstrike Gauntlet

Knight Errant
 - Knight Gallant
 - Errant Scion
Knight Lancer
 - Knight Acheron
 - Knight Castigator

Knight Porphyrion
Knight Asterius

Freeblade Questoris
Freeblade Cerastus

Knight Magaera
Knight Styrix
Knight Atropos

18
19
21
9

11

0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
3
1
3
0
2
0
2
0

0
2
0
2
0
2
3

MELEE WEAPONS
POINTS PER WEAPONWEAPON

Ion Shield Gauntlet 
Ionic Flare Shield

2
0

Image supplied by David Braines - @the30Kchannel
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ORDO QUESTORIS TACTICS
If every model in your kill team has the <QUESTOR ALLEGIANCE> KNIGHTS Faction keyword, you can 
use Ordo Questoris Tactics.

CHAINSWEEP

Ordo Questoris Tactic
Use this tactic during the fight phase when a 
knight armed with a Reaper Chainsword is 
going to attack: Instead of attacking roll a D6 
for each enemy model within 2", on a 6 that 
model takes a Mortal wound.

1 COMMAND POINT

FULL TILT

Ordo Questoris Tactic
Use this tactic during the Movement phase 
on a Knight that has advanced. This knight 
may declare a Charge in the Fight phase this 
turn.

1 COMMAND POINT

BENEVOLENCE OF THE OMNISSIAH

Ordo Questoris Tactic
Use this tactic when a CERASTUS or ACASTUS 
Knight from your army is about to be removed 
from play. Roll a D6; on a 4+ set the model up 
again at the end of the phase, as close as possible to 
its previous position and more than 1" from any 
enemies, with 1 wound

3 COMMAND POINTS

EXALTED COURT

Ordo Questoris Tactic
Use this tactic after all players have deployed their 
forces. The Player's Household Banner gains a 
random Freeblade Knightly Tradition, see page 
52, in addition to their own Household abilities

2 COMMAND POINTS

ION AEGIS

Ordo Questoris Tactic
Use this tactic during the initiative phase on a 
Knight that starts the battle round obscured. 
While this Knight remains stationary and 
obscured it’s invulnerable save against ranged 
attacks is increased to 3+ for the rest of the 
battle round.

2 COMMAND POINTS

COGNIS TARGETTING ARRAY

Ordo Questoris Tactic
Use this tactic when a Knight from your force is 
charged in the Fight phase. This models 
Overwatch attack hits on a 5+ but its melee 
weapons suffer a -1 to hit modifier during this 
Fight phase

1 COMMAND POINT
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MACHINE SPIRIT RESURGENT

Ordo Questoris Tactic
Use this tactic when a QUESTOR 
MECHANICUM model from your army suffers 
a mortal wound. Roll a D6 for that mortal 
wound and each other mortal wound inflicted 
on that model for the rest of the battle round on 
a 5+

COMMAND POINT

THUNDERSTOMP

Ordo Questoris Tactic
Use this tactic during the fight phase when a 
Knight is in base to base contact with an enemy 
model: roll a D6, on a 6 that enemy model takes a 
Mortal wound. If this Knight charged into combat 
that round the enemy model takes a Mortal 
wound on a 5+

1 COMMAND POINT

IRONHAIL AMMUNITION

Ordo Questoris Tactic
Use this tactic during the initiative phase when a 
Knight declares a Suppression attack. The Knight's 
target can only pass a suppression check on a roll 
of 6 

1 COMMAND POIN

NOBLE SACRIFICE

Ordo Questoris Tactic
Use this tactic on a Knight that is reduced to 0 
wounds. Roll a D6 for each model, friend or foe, 
within 6", on a 5 they take a Mortal wound, on a 6 
they take D3 Mortal Wounds. The Knight is 
removed from play.

 COMMAND POINTS

VALIANT LAST STAND
Ordo Questoris Tactic
Use this tactic when a QUESTOR Knight from 
your army is about to be removed from play. 
Before removing it from the battlefield, that 
model can immediately either shoot as if it were 
your Shooting phase or fight as if it were your 
Fight phase. The Knight is removed immediately 
after the attack has been resolved.

1 COMMAND POINT

MERGE ION SHIELDS

Ordo Questoris Tactic
Use this tactic during the initiative phase. While 
this knight is within 2" of another knight in the 
same force Increase both models Invulnerable save 
to 4+ for the rest of the battle round. Neither 
model may Advance or Charge during this turn 

1 COMMAND POINT

HOUSE MAMARAGON KNIGHT LANCERS
Models painted By Dave Holliday - @splayedpaintbrush
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Virture of Audacity +1pt
‘A master of the feint and riposte, Lady Xerkha’s of Tazkhar 
skill at turning an enemy's strength against themselves is 
legendary. Many a powerful foe met their demise on the end 
of the Lady’s blade.'
This Knight may re-roll failed rolls to hit and wound 
against enemy models on larger bases than the Knight

Virture of Duty +2pts 
'Most loyal of companions, brave Earl Sylvast fought at his 
liege's side always, and did lament most painfully when his 
lord Vonherr did fall. .. '
While within 6" of their Leader this Knight adds +1 to hit 
for attacks made in the fight phase

Virtue of the Joust +2pts 
'Great was Duke Folgar Makabius’ skill with a lance - none 
could topple him, save in the end perhaps his own hubris' 
This Knight may re-roll failed rolls to hit when charging, 
increase the shock lance damage to 2. Cerastus Lancer only

Virtue of Confidence +1pt 
'Haughty, proud and skilful, Carleond of Hawkwood took 
never a backward step in the face of an honourable 
challenge. '
This Knight may issue and accept challenges to single 
combat.

Virtue of Noble Distain +1pt 
'Though the ground was frequently shot out from under her, 
Lady Hedemund  Col’Khak never lost her contempt for 
those that eschewed the martial values of meeting one's foe 
face-to-face.'
During the fight phase this Knight may re-roll hits against 
enemy models with ranged weapons. May only be taken by 
a Knight Gallant with no ranged weapons.

Virtue of Purity +1pt 
'Chaste, honourable and untainted by notions of self-
aggrandisement, Duke Ademund Orhlacc was one of the 
households most virtuous champions, upholding its honour 
throughout the Crusade. '
Friendly Knights within 6" of this Knight may re-roll failed 
Nerve tests

Virtue of Discipline +2pts
'No matter the odds, Lord Marus Devine took to the field of 
battle undaunted by the numberless hordes of  enemies. ' 
This Knight may never become shaken but may never fall 
back for any reason

Knightly Virtues

A Knight who is either the Leader or a Specialist, 
including Freeblades, may take a single virtue at the 
points cost noted. Only one of each Virtue may be 
included in a Kill Team.

Certasin of Household abilities will invalidate particular 
Knightly Virtues, choose wisely  

Virtue of the Penitent  +4pts
'Following the loss of his beloved to the vile Ork, Duke 
Ashtur of Sulla became known as the Hermit-knight. 
Though when called to arms, he would always return in 
cold fury to fight for his beloved king.'
This Knight gains 1 re-roll per turn but may take no 
upgrades

Virtue of Knightly Temper +2 pts
'With a heart of stone and resolute temper Lady Beren of 
Indra stood unbowed, and with each sweep of shield and 
thrust of lance, blood would spill. '
Successful wounds allow an second attack, must be 
equipped with a Chainsword, Stormblade or Chainfist

Virtue of Heroism +3pts
'Known as the Slayer of Monsters, Baron de Gilles of 
Bretton fought and killed many of the great beasts that 
stalked the Massif Juttlands, mounting their heads on the 
walls of her fastness. '
When attacking a model with the BEAST keyword hit 
rolls of 6 double the damage of the weapon used.

Virtue of the Ideal  +1pt
'Unmatched was Albrecht of Carnellon 's skill and 
prowess. His finesse with blade and lance were beyond 
compare and his bravery, horsemanship and chivalry 
above all others. Alas, Carnellon darkly faded ... '
Melee attacks made by this Knight hit on a 2+ though all 
models, friend and foe, within 6" reduce their Leadership 
characteristic by -2

Virture of the Impetuosity  +1pt 
'In the glory of the charge was Sir Arleduin of Malinax 
most alive, and though others were more tempered by the 
fires of war better controlled their ardour, he was ever in 
the forefront of battle. '
Roll an extra dice for the Knights' first advance or charge 
of the game and add the results together
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KNIGHT HOUSEHOLDS
The descendants of the early pioneers who settled their respective worlds were found in the knightly 
houses of the Imperial Knights. Known formally as the Questoris Familia, these dynasties of Imperial 
nobility evolved from the need to protect the early human settlers of the Knight Worlds from 
indigenous species discovered on their alien planets.

 a stultifying observance to apparently pointless 
ceremony and endless courtly mundanity.

Against this tableau of formalised ritual are the 
Knight pilots. They are a breed of warriors who find 
their only joy in battle, and they yearn constantly to 
escape the oppressive dullness of courtly life and 
ride their Knight suits to war. The thrill of battle 
and the risk of death is an infinitely preferable 
experience for them to the monotony of life within 
their fortresses. These are warriors born to their 
calling and raised for nothing other than war. They 
spend every moment they can preparing, training 
and planning for battle -- the alternative is simply 
too dull for them to even contemplate. 

HOUSEHOLDS IN KILL TEAM

With the exception of Freeblades all models in an 
Ordo Questoris kill team must belong to a 
Household. Players have the option of either 
creating their own house, via the tables opposite, 
or select one of the 24 named houses found listed 
in pages 37 to 48

When the original settlers arrived on distant 
worlds they cannibalised their sublight colony 
spacecraft, using the parts for the raw materials 
of survival. The Imperial Knights now dwell in 
massive strongholds, foreboding martial 
structures, the heart of which contains 
technologies taken from these ancient 
colonisation vessels.

The formal role of Protector and Castellan 
developed over time into the structure of Noble 
houses that was old when the Imperium was in 
its infancy. The curious fact that the knightly 
houses are often uncannily alike despite their far-
flung nature is explained, at least in part, by the 
union of Noble pilot and his suit of Knight 
armour, known as the Ritual of Becoming.

Connecting at a neural level with the War Spirit 
(Artificial Intelligence) of a suit of Knight armour 
has a profound effect on the consciousness of the 
pilot. The joining of human mind and War Spirit 
has helped to create cultures which appear 
uncannily similar across the galaxy, despite 
evolving on worlds that are far apart, and have 
never shared formal communication.

The Imperial Knights are characterised by their 
independence. They are bound to the Imperium, 
and to the Mechanicum by oaths of fealty, but 
they are not subjects in any true sense of the 
word. Their culture and society predates the 
Imperium by thousands of Terran years, way 
back before the Dark Age of Technology, and it is 
informed far more by the bonds between a Noble 
pilot and his Knight suit than any outside  
influence. Theirs is a culture of relentless, 
formalised ritual. It is a society that exists around 

Appling House Abilities 
The Household Banner gains all three abilities 
rolled, and they are written as such. The Support 
Banner, so long as it is from the same household, 
benefits from only one of the three house abilities. 
Which ability is applied to the Support Banner is 
left to the player.

In effect the wording of the selected ability will 
change from “Knights of the Household Banner” 
to “Knights of both the Household and Support 
Banners”
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HOUSEHOLD DOMAIN
The skills necessary to thrive in the fiefdom and 
associated protectorates or hunting grounds of the 
House’s home world

1 Deathworld: Whenever a knight from the
Household Banner would be removed from play, 
roll a D6. On a 6+, the model is not removed 
and the effects of the Hit are discarded.

2 Benighted: After both players have finished
deploying their forces but before rolling for 
initiative, Knights of the Household Banner may be 
redeployed, following all deployment rules as 
normal. 

3 Hiveworld: Ranged attacks made against Knights
of the Household Banner at long range suffer an 
additional -1 modifier to Hit.

4 Feudal: As long as the Kill Team Leader is on the
battlefield,Knights of the Household Banner cannot 
be shaken.

5 Pelagic: Knights of the Household banner treat
difficult terrain as open ground. When charging 
dangerous terrain is also treated as open ground. 

6 Forgeworld: When a Knight of the Household
Banner is readied increase the Strength value of any 
ranged weapon with a starting Strength value of 4 
or higher by 1, to a maximum of Strength 8. 

HOUSEHOLD FOUNDER
A reflection of the heroic individual that founded 
the house as retained by the Thrones Mechanicum 
of the House.

1 Scion of the Void: The Household Banner may
be held back as reinforcements and deployed at 
the end of first movement phase. The models are 
set up with 5” of an adjacent table edge and be at 
least 5” from enemy models. These models may 
not move further, Advance or charge during the 
battle round they arrive, though they can 
otherwise act normally.

2 Scion of the Age of Strife: In a turn that a
Knight from the Household Banner has charged 
they may make an additional D3 attacks with a 
single melee weapon. 

3 Scion of the Age of Darkness: During the
Initiative phase, roll a D6 for each Knight of the 
Household Banner. For each 6+ that is rolled, 
that Knight recovers one wound. This cannot 
bring back a Knight that has already been 
removed from the game. 

4 Scion of the Great Crusades: Knights of the
Household Banner may add 3" to their 
movement when Charging and add +1 to hit 
during a fight phase in which they charged. 

5 Scion of Terra: Whenever a Knight of the
Household Banner suffers a mortal wound, roll a 
D6. On a 6, the Mortal wound is ignored 

6 Scion of Mars: Once per turn, as long as the
Leader is on the battlefield, Knights within the 
Household Banner add 1 to their hit and wound 
rolls when making ranged attacks against an 
enemy model that has already taken one or more 
wounds from a knight  of the Household Banner 
in the same turn

HOUSEHOLD LEGACY
The weight of ritual and culture stratigraphied, 
calcified, in some cases over millennia, and 
ingrained in each Lord and Lady of the House.

1 Beasthunter: Knights of the Household Banner
may re-roll failed Hit rolls of 1 when attacking an 
enemy model with a larger base than their own.

2 Righteous Fury: Knights of the Household
Banner add 1 to their wound rolls when making 
attacks against enemy models that have already 
taken one or more wounds in the same turn.

3 Bitter Blade: Whenever a Knights of the
Household Banner is destroyed, they may 
immediately make an attack with one of their 
weapons. 

4 Heedless Rage: For each Hit roll of 6 made by a
Knight of the Household Banner when attacking 
with a Melee weapon, it causes 2 hits rather than 1. 
However all melee weapons used against the 
Household banner have their AP increased by 1 i.e 
-1 becomes -2, -2 becomes -3 and so on.

5 Keen Eye: Knights of the Household Banner
ignore any negative modifiers for Hit or Injury 
rolls when targeting an obscured model..

6 Mechanicum Oathbound: Knights of the
Household Banner may re-roll failed wound rolls 
of 1 for ranged attacks However, knights in the 
household Banner cannot charge.

QUESTOR ALLEGIANCE: 
Choose either IMPERIAL or MECHANICUM as 
the overall allegiance for you household gaining the 
appropriate Faction Keyword

FEALTY
Choose either LOYALIST or TRAITOR as the fealty 
for you household gaining the appropriate Keyword

Besides a suitably noble House name and heraldry a 
Knightly House is defined by its Questor allegiance, 
its Fealty and three abilities which Knights have 
access to that in some fashion reflect their preferred 
strategies and tactics. of their Founder theeir 
Domain and the Legacy of their House. Players can 
either choose or roll a D6 to generate these abilities.  

CREATING YOUR OWN HOUSEHOLD
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HOUSE COL'KHAK
Founded upon the frigid world of Atar-Planitia to serve 
alongside the newly-founded Forge World of Atar-Median, 
the Knights of House Col’Khak were forever bound in 
service to both Legio Atarus and the Omnissiah Himself. In 
accordance with their continued allegiance, House 
Col’Khak was gifted greater numbers of rare technologies 
than many Knight Households, the most notable being 
their ability to field entire formations of rarer pattern 
armours such as the Knight Styrix. 

Questor Allegiance: Mechanicum
Fealty: Loyalist

• Consecrated Autosimulacra: During the Initiative phase,
roll a D6 for each Knight within the Household Banner. For 
each 6+ that is rolled, that Knight recovers one wound. This 
cannot bring back a Knight that has already been removed 
from the game. 

• Child of the Omnissiah: Increase the Strength value of any
ranged weapon in the Household Banner with a starting 
Strength value of 4 or higher by 1, to a maximum of Strength 
8.

• Bombard Commander: Once per turn, as long as the
Leader is on the battlefield, Knights within the Household 
Banner add 1 to their wound rolls when making attacks 
against an enemy model that has already taken one or more 
wounds from a TAZKHAR knight in the same turn. 

HOUSE ÆRTHEGN
A Knight House that once went by the name Wraeken 
Dreor, began as raiders who showed none of the virtues 
normally held by most Imperial Knight Houses. This 
demeanour was driven by the necessities of Old Night and 
it was not until Horus was declared Warmaster that the 
raiders were brought into the Imperium's fold. This task 
was undertaken by the Sons of Horus, the Warmaster 
winning House Ærthegn’s loyalty through a brutal display 
of physical might. 

Questor Allegiance: Imperial  
Fealty: Traitor

• Methodical Butcher: Knights in the Household Banner
may re-roll failed wound rolls of 1 for attacks made with a 
Melee weapon.

• Bloodlust: Knights from the household banner treat both
difficult and dangerous terrain as open ground when 
charging. However, at least one knight within the 
Household Banner must charge in every round from battle 
round 2 onwards if possible.

• Furious Assault: For each Hit roll of 6 made by a Knight
in the Household Banner when attacking with a Melee 
weapon, it causes 2 hits rather than 1. However all melee 
weapons used against the Household banner have their AP 
increased by 1 i.e -1 becomes -2, -2 becomes -3 and so on.
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HOUSE DONAR
Known as the Preceptor House, rhe Knight Household of 
Donar was the warden of Molech's Western Marches since 
the time of the High Kings. The history of the House 
records chat the first Donar Scions were descended from 
the Guardian Preceptor, bladesmascer to the High King. In 
those lost days, the people of Molechari were plagued by 
the beasts of Kush, the buge monsters ranging out into the 
Western Marches to hunt among the scattered human 
settlements. When the old High King passed, the Preceptor 
walked into the east to face these beasts. On the edge of the 
great jungles of Kush, the Preceptor planted his blade in 
the ground and vowed chat as long as his House endured, 
the lands of Mankind would be defended.

Questor Allegiance: Imperial  
Fealty: Loyalist

• Guardian Preceptor: Knights within the Household
Banner may re-roll failed Nerve test they are required to 
make.

• Kush Veteran: Banners within the Seneschal's Lance
treat difficult terrain as open ground and may re-roll failed 
Dangerous terrain tests 

• Beast Killer: Knights within the Household Banner may
re-roll failed Hit rolls of 1 when attacking an enemy model 
with a larger base than their own.

HOUSE DEVINE
Even before the Warmaster's corruption on Davin House 
Devine was descending into decadence and madness. For 
centuries, it had held the position of High House of 
Molech but at the same time harbouring dark secrets. Over 
a century of rule by the Imperium had largely stamped out 
the superstitious practices of Molech's people, principal 
among them the worship of the Serpent god. The 
implementing of the Imperial Truth only drove the 
Serpent god's cults underground, and into the protective 
embrace of their ancient sponsors, House Devine. 

Questor Allegiance: Imperial  
Fealty: Traitor

• Serpent Cultist: Knights within the Household banner
pass a Nerve Test to Fall Back, if they fail this test are 
shaken

• Prideful Hunter: Knights within the Household banner
add +1 to hit during a fight phase in which they charged. 
Additionally Knights within the Household Banner add 
D3" to their movement when Charging, however these 
Knights cannot be readied.

• Old Guard: As long as the Leader is on the battlefield,
knights within the Household Banner cannot become 
Shaken as a result of damage. However, at least one knight 
within the Household Banner must charge in every round 
from battle round 2 onwards if possible.
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HOUSE INDRA
House Indra has a strange reputation among its kin, the 
other Knight Houses often wary of their far-southern 
neighbours. Hailing from the vast swamplands beyond the 
Tazkhar Steppes, the Indarii, as the swamp people are 
known, are far removed from the machinations of the other 
major Knight Houses. This distance, and the odd practices of 
those who live in the swamps, meant that their peers 
regarded them somewhat warily, and gave House Indra the 
rather unflattering moniker of the 'Mad House'. This name 
was closer to the truth than the Indarii liked to admit. 

Questor Allegiance: Imperial  
Fealty: Loyalist

• Dancing Blade: Knights within the Household Banner may
re-roll any failed Hit roll of 1 when using a weapon with the 
Melee trait.

• Forsaken Indarii: Knights within the Household banner
add +1 to hit during a fight phase in which they charged. 
Additionally Knights within the Household Banner add D3" 
to their movement when Charging, however these Knights 
cannot be readied and become automatically Shaken if they 
fall back for any reason. 

• Hand of the High King: As long as the Leader is on the
battlefield, the players force will automatically pass the first 
test to see if the kill team is Broken.

HOUSE GOTRITH
Seeking glory and respect amongst its peers, House Gotrith 
scattered amongst the Expeditionary fleets, aiding the 
Great Crusade in the hope of forging a new legacy on 
which to build its name. In time, dozens of worlds told tales 
of the warriors of Gotrith but spoke only in hushed 
whispers, lest their words summoned the iron devils who 
had brought subjugation and death to their people. This 
fearsome reputation grew out of the brutal campaigns of 
conquest led by the Household, its warriors slaughtering 
any who dared defy their decree or even associate with one 
who did. Where House Gotrith marched, death followed. 

Questor Allegiance: Imperial  
Fealty: Traitor

• Destroyer of Civilisations: Knights within the Household
Banner increase the AP of a weapon by 1 when attacking 
models with a larger base. i.e -1 becomes -2, -2 becomes -3 
and so on.

• Furious Assault: For each Hit roll of 6 made by a knight
in the Household Banner when attacking in the fight phase, 
it causes 2 hits rather than 1. However, add 1 to the result 
of all save rolls for attacks against the Household Banner 
during the Fight phase.

• Urban Fighter: For the duration of the first round, attacks
made against the Household Banner suffer a additional -2 
modifier to Hit.
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HOUSE KASKA
The story of the Kaska, at least as they reckon it to be, is 
carved in the rune stones of Caulder Keep, ancestral home 
of House Kaska. It recounts the journey of the Lord of 
Storms and how He came to the Kasha Peninsula years after 
the fall of the High King, when the Knightly Houses were as 
bandit lords ruling over scattered realms. At that time the 
wild walker tribes held sway, to placate them The Senechal 
of House Kaska bade the Lord of Storms complete a series 
of gruelling challenges. It was upon the recounting of these 
challenges, each one the Lord of Storms passed without 
pause or effort, that the tenets of House Kaska were laid, 
and to this day they strive to live up to the standards set 
down by this ancient and mysterious figure. 

Questor Allegiance: Imperial  
Fealty: Loyalist

• Drunken Lord: Whenever a knight of the Household
Banner suffers a mortal wound, roll a D6. On a 6, the 
Mortal wound is ignored 

• Lord of Rain and Ruin: Banners within the Seneschal's
Lance treat difficult terrain as open ground and may re-roll 
failed Dangerous terrain tests 

• Scion of the Storm: When making a nerve test  to see if
they become Shaken, all Knights of the Household Banner 
within 12” of the Leader add 1 to the dice roll.

HOUSE IOEDEN
Lords of an empire grander than most anarchy enveloped 
House Ioeden and their worlds as brother turned upon 
brother over matters of ambition and pride. Becoming 
little more than warbands of once-honourable Knights 
clinging to dark and tattered memories. Little remained of 
the coherent entity they had once been, for the Knights of 
House Ioeden makes war from the shadows in the 
Warmaster’s name, searching for glory long denied to 
them.

Questor Allegiance: Mechanicum 
Fealty: Traitor

• Hidden Loyalties: During the Movement phase of the
first round, so long as the Leader is on the battlefield, 
Knights within the Household Banner cannot be targeted 
by an enemy attack as long as they have taken no actions 
yet that battle round.

• Dishonourable: Knights within the Household Banner
add 1 to their wound rolls when making attacks against 
enemy models that have taken one or more wounds in the 
same turn.

• From the Shadows: After rolling for initiative in the
first turn but before any actions are taken, knights in the 
Household Banner may be redeployed, following all 
deployment rules as normal.
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HOUSE MAKABIUS
Seeking to reverse their fortunes the Lord Protector Markan 
of House Makabius covertly recalled his forces to their home 
world of Baroda, there to await the Warmaster’s call to arms. 
Not all of his returning kin would continence breaking with 
the Emperor and seizing the Black Tower, Baroda’s 
astropathic sanctum they declared themselves the “Knights 
of the Covenant”.  In a grim echo of the Isstvanian 
massacres the Lord Protector, those knights loyal to him, 
and the dark emissaries of the Warmaster purged the 
loyalists from the planet. Thus secure Lord  Markan  readied 
both his house and world to join the glorious crusade Horus, 
only to be met by Mortarion and continuous service as 
shock assault troops within the fleet of the 14th Legion.

Questor Allegiance: Imperial  
Fealty: Traitor

• Blood of Baroda: As long as the Scion is on the battlefield
Knights in the Household Banner cannot become shaken

• Shadow of The Black Tower: Knights from the household
banner treat both difficult and dangerous terrain as open 
ground when charging. However all melee weapons used 
against the Household banner have their AP increased by 1 

i.e -1 becomes -2, -2 becomes -3 and so on.
• Blessing of Barbarus: Whenever a knight of the

Household Banner suffers a mortal wound, roll a D6. On a 6, 
the Mortal wound is ignored

HOUSE KAUSHIK
Beneath the towering Untar Mesas, hundreds of 
kilometres of caverns and caves twist their way through 
the ground. This cold under-realm is the domain of 
House Kaushik, who rules its depths from the Pyros 
Mountain. The arcology is a wonder of Dark Age 
technology, built by the first colonists to sustain them on 
a strange and alien world. House Kaushik have remained 
within the earth for millennia, fighting the creatures of 
the deep, such as the maw-craggadon stone serpents or 
the arcanodons, which prowl the underground ways. 
These beasts are less common than they once were, the 
House having driven them off time and again, though the 
people of Kaushik still hunt them for both sport and food. 

Questor Allegiance: Imperial 
Fealty: Loyalist

• Stoneblind: The House Kaushik Player may re-roll the
dice when rolling for initiative

• Iron of the Earth: Knights within the Household
Banner may re-roll any failed Hit roll of 1 when using a 
weapon with the Melee trait.

• Hardened Soul: Knights within the Household Banner
can never become Shaken. However, all Knights within 
the Household Banner have their movement 
characteristic reduced by 1".
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HOUSE MAMARAGON
Seneschal Lord Erol Vor Mamaragon,  afflicted with a 
monstrous arrogance and reckless nature, is a constant 
annoyance to House Devine and House Donar, mocking 
them mercilessly whenever his retinue of Paladins made 
landfall. Despite their irreverent nature, House Mamaragon 
is fiercely loyal and held the safety of their world above their 
oaths of obedience to the High House. In the aftermath of the 
Warmaster's invasion, Mamaragon would be among the first 
to organise the surviving Houses against House Devine, 
continuing the fight even as the remaining Traitor forces 
spread out, first across Molechari and then out across the 
oceans. 

Questor Allegiance: Imperial  
Fealty: Loyalist

• Sea Lord: After deployment but before rolling for initiative
up to 3 Knights from the Household banner may switch 
places.

• Prince of the Waves: Knights from the household banner
treat both difficult and dangerous terrain as open ground 
when charging. However, at least one knight within the 
Household Banner must charge in every round from battle 
round 2 onwards if possible.

• Reaver Lord: When making a nerve test to see if they
become Shaken, all Knights of the Household Banner within 
12” of the Leader add +1 to the dice roll.

HOUSE MALINAX
As befitting a Knight Household founded upon a powerful 
Forge World such as Xana II, House Malinax was well-
supplied, its contingents often having access to a variety of 
different Knight armours including several rarer classes, 
such as the Knight Porphyrion and Knight Magaera, being 
far more prevalent within House Malinax compared to 
other Knight Houses. This ability to draw upon such 
technologies ensured House Malinax played a key role 
against Loyalist forces.

Questor Allegiance: Mechanicum 
Fealty: Traitor

• Elusive: If your leader is taken out of action select another
knight of the Household Banner. This model is revealed to 
have been your Leader all along. Remove the selected model 
(and its datacard) and replace it with your leader (and its 
datacard) who now has the same number of flesh wounds, 
shaken and suppression tokens as the model it replaced had. 
This ability may not be taken by a Support Banner

• Trusted Bearer: Knights within the Household Banner
may re-roll any failed wound rolls of I for any ranged attacks 
they make. However, knights in the Household Banner 
cannot charge.

• Favoured Scion: Whenever a knight of the Household
Banner suffers a mortal wound, roll a D6. On a 6, the Mortal 
wound is ignored
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HOUSE MORDRED
The uncompromising reputation House Mordred held 
proved indispensable in the opening years of the Horus 
Heresy, for their Scions showed no hesitation in turning 
upon those they once fought alongside. Much of House 
Mordred's strength remained at the side of Legio Fureans, 
their numbers making notable contributions subsequent 
conflict in the Beta-Garmon Cluster. The remaining strength 
was pledged to the Warmaster as tribute, serving under his 
will above all others and bringing wanton slaughter to 
dozens of worlds in his name. 

Questor Allegiance: Mechanicum 
Fealty: Traitor

• Ancestral Pride: In the first round of the game, any
number of Knights from the Household banner may choose 
to forgo all actions – in essence doing nothing for that round 
If they do so, at the start of the 2nd battle round the Mordred 
player gains 1 command point for each knight that took no 
action. At the end of the 2nd turn any unused command 
points gained from this ability are lost.

• Litany of Deeds:  As long as the Leader is on the battlefield,
knights of the Household Banner within 12” of the Leader 
cannot be Shaken.

• Aggression Unbound: One per turn a Knight from the
Household Banner who has charged into combat may make 
an additional D3 attacks with a single weapon.

HOUSE MORBIDIA
Originating on Mars during the earliest days of the Age of 
Strife, House Morbidia began as a rival to the Houses of 
Taranis and Zavora for power and the favour of the 
Omnissiah’s priesthood. During those dark and lost times, 
however, House Morbidia erred and, for crimes since 
expunged from the datacores of Mars they were condemned. 
It fell to Taranis and Zavora, amongst others, to bring 
judgement down upon them through a series of bitter and 
bloody battles. In defeat, the price of survival was the eternal 
servitude of the House to the Fabricator-General of Mars, 
“…until such times as the stars themselves burned cold.” In 
this way, House Morbidia served as enforcers for Mars 
across the galaxy, little more than slave-warriors condemned 
to live and die at the will of the Fabricator-General. 

Questor Allegiance: Mechanicum 
Fealty: Traitor

• Blackhearted: When attacking during a Fight phase in
which they charged , Knights within the Household Banner 
may re-roll Hit rolls of a 1.

• Devoid of Virtue:  At the end of the Movement phase,
enemy Knights within 3" of any knight from the Household 
Banner must take a Nerve test to see if they are Shaken.

• Rule through Fear:  As long as the Leader is on the
battlefield, the Household Banner cannot be Shaken.
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HOUSE ORHLACC
The relative independence House Orhlacc had cultivated 
proved beneficial in remaining free of the conflicts that tore 
across the galaxy. Because of this, they were prepared for the 
arrival of the Warmaster's emissaries who had travelled to 
Dark Haven seeking their allegiance, eradicating the visiting 
delegation and seizing the fleet. Their new spoils were 
utilised in the evacuation of Dark Haven, all but a concealed 
garrison fighting the remainder of the Horus Heresy as a 
fiercely loyal nomadic Knight House.

Questor Allegiance: Imperial  
Fealty: Loyalist

• Shadow Fighter: For the duration of the first round,
attacks made against the Household Banner suffer an 
additional -2 modifier to Hit. 

• Indecipherable Commander: After both players have
finished deploying their forces but before rolling for 
initiative, knights in the Household Banner may be 
redeployed, following all deployment rules as normal. 

• Independent Warriors: Up to 3 Knights of the Household
Banner may be held back as reinforcements and deployed at 
the end of first movement phase. The models are set up with 
5” of an adjacent table edge and be at least 5” from enemy 
models. They may not move further, Advance or charge 
during the battle round they arrive, though they can 
otherwise act normally. 

HOUSE MORITAIN
The honoured House of Moritain proved of great interest 
to the Remembrancer Order upon the latter’s creation, 
not least because of the Household’s reputation as 
warriors and scholars of equal repute. Adherents to the 
dictum that a learned soul is the bedrock of civilisation, a 
Scion of House Moritain was required to prove 
themselves on the battlefields of philosophy and academia 
alongside proving their martial strength before ascending 
to the Throne Mechanicum. This devotion to scholarly 
pursuits ensured that House Moritain ruled over a world 
which had long known peace, its history carefully 
recorded in archives that stretched back millennia. 

Questor Allegiance: Imperial  
Fealty: Loyalist

• Iron Lord of Conquered Dreams: Knights in the
Household Banner ignore the negative effects of being 
shaken

• The Blade that Rends all who Defy: Knights in the
Household Banner may re-roll any Hit rolls of a 1 when 
making an attack in the fight phase.

• One who Walks Unshackled by Reality: Attacks made
against knights in the Household Banner suffer a -1 
modifier if all units in the Banner are at least 12" away 
from the attacking unit.
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HOUSE SIDUS
In number, House Sidus stood amongst the smallest of 
Mechanicum Households, far lower than expected for a 
Forge World of Ryza’s prominence. Such a discrepancy can 
be explained by the nature of the Knights that made up 
House Sidus’ numbers, for all but a decad of their number 
consisted of the rarest of Knight patterns, those of Knight-
Magaera, Knight-Styrix and Knight-Atrapos. The presence of 
so many rarer Knights would no doubt offset their low 
numbers, for the combined might of House Sidus would 
easily contest Households twice their number.

Questor Allegiance: Mechanicum 
Fealty: Loyalist

• Bombard Commander: Once per turn, as long as the
Leader is on the battlefield, Knights within the Household 
Banner add 1 to their hit and wound  rolls when making 
attacks against an enemy model that has already taken one or 
more wounds from a SIDUS knight in the same turn.

• Scion of Ryza: Increase the Strength value of any ranged
weapon in the Household Banner with a starting Strength 
value of 4 or higher by 1, to a maximum of Strength 8. 
Additionaly the Max for Questor Mechanicum  models is 
changed to '-'

• Favoured Scion: As long as the Leader is on the battlefield,
the Household Banner cannot be shaken. If the Leader falls 
back for any reason this ability is lost. 

HOUSE OROBORN
The true motivations behind House Oroborn’s eventual 
betrayal will forever remain hidden, yet many speak of a 
malaise that gripped the house in the years before the Isstvan 
Massacre. In time, many of the Household’s Scions returned 
to their home world, gathering in great numbers as they 
sought to purge that which now gripped their House. It was 
fear that drove their actions for, though known by few 
outside House Oroborn, the affliction that had fallen upon 
the Household was predicted by an ancient prophecy telling 
of a time of woe where House Oroborn would cease to be. 

Questor Allegiance: Mechanicum 
Fealty: Traitor

• All But Dead: As long as the Leader is on the battlefield,
the Household Banner cannot be shaken. In addition, reduce 
the Strength value of any attack made against the Seneschal’s 
Banner by 1, to a minimum of 1. 

• Noxious: Any unit, friend or foe, within 2" of Knights from
the Household Banner in the fight phase suffers an 
automatic  Strength 4 hit at AP -.

• Last of their Line: As long as the Leader is on the
battlefield, knights within the Household Banner may charge 
in the same turn they advanced. However, at least one knight 
within the Household Banner must charge in every round 
from battle round 2 onwards if possible.
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HOUSE TAZKHAR
While many other Knight Houses sought to shake off the 
primitive practices of their ancestors, the Scions of House 
Tazkhar were little changed from ancient times. Their 
caravans were still led by the Dervish Lords and no single 
Seneschal had power over the tribes. These warriors 
claimed an ancestral link back to the champions of the High 
King, the seven legendary swordsmen who served as part of 
his inner circle, who also had to prove their right to lead 
through feats of arms.

Questor Allegiance: Imperial  
Fealty: Loyalist

• Dervish Lord: Once per turn, as long as the Leader is on
the battlefield, Knights within the Household Banner add 1 
to their wound rolls when making attacks against an enemy 
model that has already taken one or more wounds from a 
TAZKHAR knight in the same turn.

• Kharii Savage: Knights within the Household banner add
+1 to hit during a fight phase in which they charged. 
Additionally Knights within the Household Banner add 
D3" to their movement when Charging, however these 
Knights cannot be readied.

• Vizier of Blades: Knights within the Household Banner
may re-roll any failed Hit rolls of I when using a weapon 
with the Melee trait.

HOUSE TARANIS
The history of House Taranis is intrinsically linked to the 
existence of every Knight House, for it was the ancestors of 
House Taranis who were chosen to pilot the first Knight 
armours forged upon Mars during the Dark Age of 
Technology. It was from this foundation that all Knight 
Houses were created and as the fortunes of the Questoris 
Familia rose, so too did those of House Taranis. House 
Taranis quickly swelled in size, standing firm beside their 
masters through the trials of the Age of Strife. 

Questor Allegiance: Mechanicum 
Fealty: Loyalist

• Grace of the Omnissiah: Whenever a knight of the
Household Banner suffers a mortal wound, roll a D6. On a 
6, the Mortal wound is ignored 

• Resolute Brotherhood: When making an attack during
the Hammer of Wrath, a Knight of the Household Banner 
increases their attack characteristic by +1 for each 
additional Knight of the Household Banner within 3" of 
them (measure for each Knight separately).

• Master at Arms: Once per turn, as long as the Leader is on
the battlefield, Knights within the Household Banner add 1 
to their hit and wound  rolls when making attacks against an 
enemy model that has already taken one or more wounds 
from a TARANIS knight in the same turn.
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HOUSE VONHERR
Upon aligning itself to the Great Crusade, House Vornherr 
took its place amongst the Great Crusade host of the 12'h 
Expeditionary Fleet and was central to many of its greatest 
victories. Their most fateful action came upon Jardingris, for 
it was there they first fought alongside the Primarch Roboute 
Guilliman. After the conclusion of that bitter war, the Duke of 
House Vornherr bent the knee to the Primarch, swearing to 
fight alongside the hosts of the Five Hundred Worlds unto 
death. Although oaths still bound them to the Imperium they 
held the Lord of Ultramar in highest regards. 

Questor Allegiance: Imperial  
Fealty: Loyalist

• Survivalist: Whenever a knight from the Household Banner
would be removed from play, roll a D6. On a 6+, the model is 
not removed and the effects of the Hit are discarded.

• Unto Death: Whenever a knight from the Household
Banner is destroyed, they may immediately make an attack 
with one of their weapons. If a knight is destroyed due to a 
weapon attack that dealt more than one Hit, resolve all these 
Hits first before resolving any weapon attacks from destroyed 
Knights.

• Figure of Legend: As long as the Kill Team Leader or any
specialists are on the battlefield, knights within the Household 
Banner cannot be shaken.

HOUSE VEXTRIX
The leaders of House Vextrix, so entangled with the 
Fabricator-General, were the driving force behind the 
Household’s march down the path of treachery. After 
purging their world of dissenting elements, the warriors of 
House Vextrix took to the stars in service to the Warmaster. 
Many were placed alongside Legio Mortis, supporting the 
Titan Legion in some of the most pivotal conflicts of the 
Horus Heresy. In recognition of their devotion to the cause, 
the remaining numbers of House Vextrix were assigned 
tasks according to the whims of the Fabricator-General, 
given leave to pursue such goals by whatever means they 
deemed fit. On occasion, those that served with distinction 
were assigned a place amongst the personal bodyguard of the 
Fabricator- General of Mars himself. 

Questor Allegiance: Mechanicum 
Fealty: Traitor

• Dauntless: As long as the Kill Team Leader is on the
battlefield, knights within the Household Banner cannot be 
shaken.

• Soul of Decay: Whenever a knight of the Household
Banner suffers a mortal wound, roll a D6. On a 5 or 6, the 
Mortal wound is ignored

• Implacable Foe: Knights within the Household Banner
may re-roll failed save rolls of a 1 during the fight phase
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HOUSE ZEVORA
The fate of House Zavora remains open to much 
interpretation, for many of their number were stationed on 
Mars at the outbreak of the Horus Heresy and in the 
aftermath of war the loyalties they held meant little, for none 
survived the turmoil that enveloped the Red Planet. The 
loyalties of House Zavora remain impossible to clarify, for 
while stories of handfuls of their Scions marching alongside 
the Warmaster’s forces are not unknown, they are 
juxtaposed by the actions of House Zavora upon the Forge 
World of Ryza and a number of other battlefields recorded 
elsewhere. Indeed, it was their service to Ryza that saw 
House Zavora restored to a measure of their former power, 
this Loyalist faction seeking redemption on the battlefield. 

Questor Allegiance: Mechanicum 
Fealty: Loyalist

• Progeny of Mars:  As long as the Leader is on the
battlefield, Knights of the Household Banner cannot be 
Shaken. 

• Sacred Armament: Knights in the Household Banner
increase the number of hits of any ranged weapon by 1. 
However, Knights within the Household Banner may not 
Advance or Charge.

• Broken Soul: Whenever a knight of the Household Banner
suffers a mortal wound, roll a D6. On a 6, the Mortal wound 
is ignored 

HOUSE VYRONII
In the aftermath of their betrayal by House Ærthegn  House 
Vyronii aligned themselves with the Forge World Mezoa. 
Armed with regular shipments of new Knight armours, 
House Vyronii have taken to battlefields across the 
Imperium, contingents of Knights joining the desperate 
struggles that engulfed the galaxy. In many ways every fight 
is personal, for they see the Traitors' betrayal as a re-
enactment of their own betrayal that brought them so close 
to destruction and a threat to the thousands of years of 
sacrifices their ancestors have given to survival.

Questor Allegiance: Imperial  
Fealty: Loyalist

• Independent Spirit:  Up to 3 Knights of the Household
Banner may be held back as reinforcements and deployed at 
the end of first movement phase. The models are set up 
with 5” of an adjacent table edge and be at least 5” from 
enemy models. They may not move further, Advance or 
charge during the battle round they arrive, though they can 
otherwise act normally. 

• Resolute: When taking a Nerve test to see if they become
Shaken, all knights of the Household banner within 12" of 
the Scion add +1 to the result. 

• Lord of Felweather: Each turn, so long as the Scion is
present, one knight from the Household banner may charge 
even if they advanced that turn
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FREEBLADE
KILL TEAMS
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FREEBLADE KNIGHTS
Legendary Freeblades known more simply as “Freeblades” are nobles drawn out from the ranks of their 
former Households, either willingly, owing to the lure of adventure or the unquenchable lust for battle, 
or unwillingly as outcast, renegade or last survivor. 

take on a new name to mark the change in their 
status. Unlike household Knights, Freeblades 
commonly choose a single colour as their suit's 
livery, adopting simple designs or patterns if any at 
all. As most Freeblades maintain no House 
markings, and few show any sign of Imperial or 
Mechanicum alignment, it can be difficult to 
ascertain their past. They choose new colours and 
icons to represent their own personal quest or their 
newly-crafted identity. In some cases this new 
heraldry will give hints to those who know how to 
read the hidden meanings, even if only by omission.

Many who take up the mantle of Freeblade, though 
by no mean all, choose to reflect their rejection of 
household mores and traditions by reconfiguring 
their armour prior to departing. Seen as an almost 
sacrilegious request by the house’s sacristans it is 
none-the-less honoured and what weapons and 
systems there are to hand for their model of armour 
are made available to them. Thus during the Great 
Crusade it was uncommon though not at all rare to 
see Freeblade Questoris armour with dual rapid-fire 
battle cannons or thermal cannons, or Freeblade 
Cerastus armour with twin tempest storm blade. 
Indeed, Samarkand’s Wrath, a notorious Freeblade 
in the early Crusade breached many a spacecraft’s 
hull in a modified suit of Cerastus  armour bearing 
an Acheron flame cannon paired with an ion 
gauntlet shield 

The Untethered Blade

 Freeblades were Knights Mendicant, owing no 
alliance and no fealty. Of these, many were drawn 
to the Great Crusade, lured by the thirst for glory 
or the unceasing clamour of war on the frontier, 
joining the Questoris Crusade forces and fighting 
on countless worlds in support of the Emperor's 
great work. It is a tradition that continued to be 
upheld by the knightly houses of the Questoris 
Familia for millennia to come.

Ancient tradition ensures that every Noble pilot 
has the right to leave her knightly house and strike 
out on her own. These Freeblade Knights are tragic 
heroes, driven to leave their houses to pursue a 
cause of their own, continuing to fight for 
Mankind, but call no lord master. The reasons that 
a Knight becomes a Freeblade are many and varied. 
In some cases, they simply cannot bear the idea of 
returning to the ritualised existence of the court, 
and instead set off alone, rarely removing their 
suits of armour and living only for battle. 

Other Freeblade Knights have made a personal 
oath or pact to carry out a certain task that requires 
they travel across the galaxy in order to fulfil it. 
Most commonly, though, a Freeblade Knight is 
simply the last surviving member of his house, left 
without a liege lord and with no option but to 
travel across the galaxy until he finds a new master 
or dies in the attempt. In all these cases, and many 
more, a Freeblade Knight is no longer a member of 
the house they once belonged to.

Breaking with Tradition

It is certain that each Freeblade would have a long 
story to tell if ever he chose to reveal his past, 
though it is unlikely that the truth would be a 
pleasant one. It is their mysterious history that 
leads many Freeblades to forsake both the heraldry 
of their House and the Weapon pattern of their 
armour when they take up the mantle of the lone 
Knight. 

If they are the last surviving member of the house, 
they may retain their former heraldry as a mark of 
respect, but usually a Freeblade will change the 
colour of her armour and the markings upon it and 
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A Certain Fate

Whether he is remembered or not, the ultimate fate 
for many a Freeblade is to die alone, unsung and 
forgotten. Even in those rare instances where 
Freeblades work together, the carnage and tumult 
of such titanic wars means that before long only 
one will remain. This sole survivor of years of bitter 
struggle will fight on, mourning his comrades until 
he too falls. Tales tell of the remains of Knight suits 
discovered on remote worlds under cold, dying 
suns, their rusting frames abandoned for centuries 
and their livery worn away by the elements. The 
skeletal remains of the Noble will still be encased 
inside, hooked up to the Throne Mechanicum, 
staring out with empty sockets across an ancient 
battlefield. Those that come upon such a sight 
cannot help but see that this is the resting place of a 
mighty hero who died in the heat of battle. On Feral 
Worlds the remains of Knights are an ominous 
symbol of the sky people, and often worshipped as 
gods orgiven offerings to appease the vengeful stars, 
so they might avert their baleful gaze. Even alien 
scavengers are wary when they chance upon the 
remains of a Knight, the ancient wards and seals 
deadly to those who break them without the 
Sacristans' skill. 

Some Freeblades manage to avoid an unmarked 
grave or resting place on a forgotten world, either 
falling close to the civilised planets of the Imperium 
and being recovered during The Scourging by the 
Mechanicum, or becoming enshrined on the worlds 
on which they fall by the Lightbarers or other 
adherents of the Lectitio Divinitatus, chapels and 
churches built around the remains of the Knight to 
honour such a great warrior. Still sealed against the 
world, the remains of the Noble encased within, 
these Knight suits silently look down on the 
worshippers, the cold dead lenses of their faceplate 
reflecting the prostrate figures at their feet. 

Freeblades that fulfil their penance may return to 
their House. The Noble lord of a knightly house is 
not obliged by ancient law to accept the return of a 
Freeblade: although a Noble always has the right to 
take up the path of the Freeblade, no such right 
exists to guarantee his return to his House. Thus it 
is always a risk for a Freeblade to return to his 
House, and he must be sure his deeds outweigh any 
ill will he has left in his wake. The lord of the House 
will carefully consider the reputation the Freeblade 
has earned, as well as his reasons for returning, 
before making his decision. Even so, it is rare for a 
returned Freeblade not to be welcomed back as a 
long-lost son, his glorious victories added to that of 
his House. 

An Uncertain Quest

Freeblades either set out on their own, wandering 
the stars in search of a worthy cause, or else they 
settle in further isolation, offering their 
protection to those who need it. They tend to 
travel alone, or with a small group of retainers 
and Sacristans, but sometimes circumstances will 
result in small groups of Freeblades banding 
together, fighting in much the same manner as a 
household banner, but with a bond forged in 
battle rather than inherited through blood. 

Not belonging to a Knight house does nothing to 
reduce the effect of a Freeblade's psychological 
conditioning. Freeblade Knights still place great 
significance on acts of honour and duty, perhaps 
even more so than before. Once they have given 
their word or set their mind on a task, they will 
follow it through, come what may, even at the 
cost of their own lives. They also feel it is their 
responsibility to protect those that are unable to 
protect themselves, and to punish those that prey 
on the weak. 

They carry out such tasks with a brutal efficiency, 
leaving only death in their wake and then moving 
on. This has meant that the Freeblade Knights 
have gained an almost legendary reputation 
amongst the ordinary citizens of the Imperium. 
Such glory, however, means nothing to these 
lonely, battle-hardened warriors. They are not 
interested in either praise or reward from those 
they defend, and their only comforts are found in 
their long, endless journey and the hot adrenaline 
rush of battle. 

battle rather than inherited through blood. 

FREEBLADE SCION KLADE ERTLOIJ
Model Painted by Rob Wolters
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• Up to three Freeblades may be Legendary
Freeblades: This knight gains +1 to their attack
characteristic and must take two knightly traditions
instead of one.

• Freeblade Mechanicum: One Freeblade knight 
may replace their armour with a similar model 
from the Questor Mechanicum Datasheet on page 
26.

• Up to two models may be specialists though they
are included within the standard limit for a kill
team on the table.

• A Freeblade Warband may take a Support Banner 
from a Knight Household. This support banner 
follows the normal rules for their formation on 
page 23 but are limited to models from a single 
datasheet; either Questor Imperialis, Errant 
Imperialis or Cerastus Imperialis.

Knightly Traditions

To generate the Knightly Tradition that a 
Freeblade Knight has retained from their old 
house life roll 2D6 and consult the result below. 

2 Relentless: This Knight may charge even if they
have already advanced in the same turn

3 Steadfast: This Knight may never become Shaken
4 Discrete: For the duration of the first round,

attacks made against this Knight suffer an 
additional -2 modifier to Hit. 

5 Furious: This Knight adds 1 to their wound rolls
when making attacks against enemy models that 
have already taken one or more wounds in the same 
turn.

6 Blademaster: This Knight may re-roll any failed
Hit rolls of a 1 when using a Melee weapon

7 Combative: This Knight may add D3" to their
movement when Charging and adds +1 to hit 
during a fight phase in which they charged. 
However this Knight cannot be readied.

8 Discerning: This Knight may re-roll any failed Hit
rolls of 1 when using a Ranged weapon

9 Duellist: When this knight attacks in the fight
phase each Hit roll of 6 causes 2 hits rather than 1. 

10 Unrelenting: If this knight is destroyed, they may
immediately make an attack with one of their 
weapons. 

11 Imposing: At the end of the Movement phase,
enemy Knights within 3" of this knight must take a 
Nerve test to see if they are Shaken, even if they 
have an ability that prevents them from normally 
being shaken.

12 Stalwart: Whenever this Knight suffers a mortal
wound, roll a D6. On a 6, the Mortal wound is 
ignored 

BATTLE-FORGED FREEBLADE 
KILL TEAMS

There are three ways to include Freeblade 
Knights in a battle-forged kill team

A Single Freeblade Knight
Most commonly encountered as individual 
mendicants Freeblades regularly join household 
forces in a effor to fulfill their quest to destory 
the enemies of mankind
• A single Freeblade Knight can be included 

within the Support Banner of a force with the 
Imperial or Mechanicum Allegiance, see page 23

A Freeblade Support Banner: 
Occasionally small groups of Freeblades come 
together in short term, ad hoc formations which 
almost always disband after a mission has been 
completed. In Honour and Blood this is 
represented by a Freeblade Support Banner 
comprised entirely of Freeblade Knights that can 
be attached to a Household banner. Such a 
banner follows the rules below
• A Freeblade Support Banner may only include 

models drawn from the Freeblade datasheet on 
page 27

• One Freeblade Knight may be included in a
Freeblade Support Banner for every two Knights
in the Household Banner.

• One Freeblade Knight may be nominated as the
support scion

• Up to one Freeblade Knight may be a specialist
• All knights in a Freeblade Support Banner may

have the same Knightly Tradition or each may be
rolled for separately

A Freeblade Warband: 
A Freeblade Warband represents a dedicated 
group of Freeblade Knights who have become 
accustomed to fighting together and have 
bonded in much the same fashion as a 
Household banner. The experience, skills and 
allies they gain increases their chances of 
surviving int he long terms as they strive to 
complete their quest.
• A Freeblade Warband may only include models 

drawn from the Freeblade datasheet, page 27, and 
the Questor Mechanicum datasheet, page 26

• One Knight must be the Freeblade Scion: This 
knight gains +1 to their attack and leadership 
characteristics. The Freeblade Scion must take a 
Heroic Tradition in addition to a Knightly 
Tradition. They may also replace their armour 
with a similar model of Mechanicum armour. 
See Questor Mechanicum on page 26.
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Knightly Traditions of Traitor Houses

• House Ærthegn: This knight treats both difficult
and dangerous terrain as open ground when 
charging and must charge any enemy models in 
range from battle round 2 onwards if possible.

• House Devine: This knight may add D3" to their
movement when Charging and adds +1 to hit 
during a fight phase in which they charged. 
However this Knight cannot be readied.

• House Gotrith: Each Hit roll of 6 when attacking
in the fight phase causes 2 hits rather than 1. 
However, add 1 to the result of all save rolls for 
attacks against this Knight during the Fight phase.

• House Ioeden: This knight adds 1 to their wound
rolls when making attacks against enemy models 
that have already taken one or more wounds in the 
same turn.

• House Mordred: In a turn that this knight has
charged they may make an additional D3 attacks 
with a single melee weapon. However, add 1 to the 
result of all save rolls for attacks against this 
Freeblade during the Fight phase.

• House Makabius: This Knight treats both
difficult and dangerous terrain as open ground 
when charging. However all melee weapons used 
against this Knight have their AP increased by 1 i.e 
-1 becomes -2, -2 becomes -3 and so on.

• House Malinax: This knight may re-roll any
failed wound rolls of 1 for any ranged attacks they 
make. However, this knight may not charge.

• House Morbidia: At the end of the Movement
phase, enemy Knights within 3" of this knight must 
take a Nerve test to see if they are Shaken, even if 
they have an ability that prevents them from 
normally being shaken.

• House Oroborn: Any unit, friend or foe, within
2" of this Knight in the fight phase suffers an 
automatic  Strength 4 hit at AP ‘-‘

• House Vextrix: Whenever this knight suffers a
mortal wound, roll a D6. On a 6, the Mortal 
wound is ignored

Knightly Traditions of Loyalist Houses

• House Col'Khak: During the Initiative phase,
roll a D6, on a 6+ this Knight recovers one 
wound. This cannot bring back the Knight if it 
has already been removed from the game. 

• House Donar:  This knight may re-roll failed
Hit rolls of 1 when attacking an enemy model 
with a larger base than their own.

• House Indra:  This knight may add D3" to their
movement when Charging and adds +1 to hit 
during a fight phase in which they charged. 
However this Knight cannot be readied and 
automatically becomes Shaken if they fall back 
for any reason.

• House Kaska:  Whenever this knight suffers a
mortal wound, roll a D6. On a 6, the Mortal 
wound is ignored 

• House Kaushik: This Knight can never become
Shaken but must reduce their movement 
characteristic 1" and may never advance.

• House Mamaragon: This Knight treats both
difficult and dangerous terrain as open ground 
when charging and must charge in every round 
from battle round 2 onwards if possible.

• House Moritain: This knight may re-roll any
Hit rolls of a 1 when making an attack in the 
fight phase.

• House Orhlacc: For the duration of the first
round, attacks made against this Knight suffer an 
additional -2 modifier to Hit. 

• House Sidus: Increase the Strength value of any
ranged weapon of this knight with a starting 
Strength value of 4 or higher by 1, to a maximum 
of Strength 8.

• House Taranis: Whenever this Knight suffers a
mortal wound, roll a D6. On a 6, the Mortal 
wound is ignored 

• House Tazkhar: This Knight may re-roll any
failed Hit rolls of 1 when using a weapon with 
the Melee trait.

• House Vonherr: Whenever If this knight is
destroyed, they may immediately make an attack 
with one of their weapons. 

• House Vyronii: This knight may charge even if
they have already advanced in the same turn

• House Zavora: This knight increases the
number of hits of any single ranged weapon by 1. 
However, they may neither  Advance or Charge.

Instead of rolling for a Knightly Tradition a player 
may instead select one based on the Household the 
freeblade is suspected to have originated from. Each 
such tradition may only be selected once in a given 
force and may not be given to a knight who joins a 
force that has models with the same Household 
Keyword
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